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Rail services 
resume Monday 
Rail services to Terrace, 
Kitimat and Prince Rupert are 
expected to resume Monday. 
All freight service west ,of 
Smithers broke down two weeks 
ago when a Canadian National 
Railway wooden trestle bridge 
near Smithers was destroyed by 
a fire of .undetermined origin. 
Work crews have been' 
working around the clock since 
April 26 to reconstruct the 300 
foot structure and get freight 
traffic moving again• 
Regional industries are 
heavily dependent on rail 
services for raw materials and 
to meet market commitments• 
CN has provided sea going 
barge service to ship "priority" 
items to industries such as 
Alcan in Kitimat, and various 
mills throughout the region. 
Other freight has been 
shipped to Smithers where 
waiting trucks loaded supplies 
and transported them to 
western points. 
An estimated 270 rail cars are, 
awaiting continuation of 
services in and around Terrace• 
Holiday 
Empty coke cars from 1 
Kitimat, grain cars from Prince 
l • Rupert and others loaded with lumber products are ready to be transported to eastern and' southern market~. The coastal-barge service prevented pos.sible plant 
shutdowns due. to lack of 
working materials. 
The disruption of rail services 
has been more strongly felt in 
Terrace, the central 
distribution point for areas to 
the north, south and west. 
Cause of the fire that • 
destroyed the trestle is as yet 
unknown and remains under 
investigation by CN officials 
and the RCMP. 
Regular passenger service 
was maintained throughout the 
breakdown period' when CN 
provided charter bus service to 
passengers stranded at 
Smithers. 
CN provided minimal rail 
freight services from Terrace 
with equipment left west of 
Smithers as result of the fire. 
. % 
Kids go pro With 
theatre 
Kids ar~ terrific, especially 
when they take an active part in 
drama staged by pro~e.~ionais. 
The pros of the Playhouse 
Holiday theatre from 
Vancouver were joinetl by the 
kiddies at Parkside Elementary 
School Friday afternoon to 
enact the play :The Bell' by 
Brian Way. 
The play was acted without an' 
audience• 
In fact, the children were the 
audience. 
They practiced'walking to
music as royalty would, and 
became a class procession with 
heralds, kings, - queens, 
princesses, train .bearers, 
ladies-in-waiting,, courtiers, 
knights in armour. 
Developed in the class" 
participation play the children 
helped the queen develop her 
lost taste buds and the king 
offers a reward for finding them 
and many plot ideas of their 
own. 
The children worked in pairs, 
one acted blind while the other 
Centenarian 
journalist dies 
TORONTO (CP) - Anne 
.i Merrill, one of Canada's first 
woman journalists, died 
Sunday. She was 100. 
Miss Merrill, who started her 
newspaper career with the 
Edmonton Journal more than 50 
years ago, also wrote a 
naturalist column, called Wings 
in the Wind, for The Globe and 
Mail. 
showed him how to play a 
musical instrument hat the 
blind person had never seen 
before. One acted'deaf while his 
partner, without talking, gave 
him directions on how to reach a 
. given spot. 
Approximately 180 students 
participated in the play with the 
five pros, some of whom have 
appeared in national hhd : 
international p ays 
• ThestudentS not only actively -
partieil~ated in-the play .but: 
.. streqgthenodtheir moralsin the 
production. 
In the play, The.Bell, Tom, a 
maker and seller of bells, and 
his constant companion, Wag, 
meet a stranger who ui'gently 
needs the Bell of Happiness• If it 
is not made in time, everybody 
will become sadder and sadder 
and there will be no laughter 
left in all the world. The 
stranger gives Tom a book of 
instructions and tells him that 
he has only one hour in which to 
make the bell. With the children. 
helping, Tom and Wag are 
whisked off the unusual places 
in. their search for the " .:~ to 
make the bell, including a Royal 
Feast and a dangerous ea 
voyage. The Bell of Happiness 
is completed in,the nick of time 
just as the stranger returns with 
a marvellous surprise. 
The playhouse Holiday 
company saw Alan Lysell as 
Tom, Craig Davidson' as the 
King, George, and the Man, 
Diana Belshaw as the Queen, 
Mary and Carol Harrison as the 
princess. Manuel Busquets 
played Wag in the play directed 
by Ray Michal. 
WEATHER 
Forecast: Outlook for Monday - suriny, clouding over in the 
afternoon. Tuesday. cloudy with a few periods of rain in the 
morning. Wednesday - cloudy, clearing in the afternoon. 
Thursday - sunny. Highs 55-60. Lows 35-40. 
Iligh Low Precipitation 
May 5 60 37 0 
May 6 66 34 022 inches of rain May 7 54 36 
May 8. 52 32 trace of snow 
w 
. , -  , . [  
New Zealand farmers found their coivs were going blind as a 
result of watching welders working on a natural gas pipeline. An 
enterprising optical manufacturer thought of equipping the 
Vancouver drug wholesaler 
could easily spread to its two ~ 
major 
effectively cut off the flow of 
medical drugs in this province. 
cows with dark glasses to avoid possible ye injuries. Cow 
owned hy Ted Hidher of Frank Bros. Dairy in Terrace models 
the "Moo-Master - 'Goggles". Tess Brousseau photo. 
Drug supply threatened 
% 
A threatened strike at a Western W~ole~le Drugs in 
Vancouver has bee@~'ervod 72- 
hour strike notice by its 
competitors and employees, members of the 
Retail, Wholesale and 
- Department S ore Union. 
Youth .problems. 
explored Thursday 
Thursday, May 13. 
meeting provide a meeting /o  second discussion leading 
to concrete action on the needs. 
of Youth 
Committee chairman Wilber 
James, 
support, either pro or con, from. 
people regarding the whole 
Pharmacists fear the strike 
could cripple the entire 
wholesale drug industry in this 
province. Western Wholesale 
Drugs, a suhsidary and sole 
supplier of the Cuuningham 
chain, belongs to an accredited 
who lesa le  assoc ia t ion ,  
preventing any of  the three 
from negotitating a collective 
agreement with their 
employees. 
A feeling exists that the union 
Do the youth of this youth issue in the area." will Use a strike against 
community really have nothing He said: "Our own youth need Western as a test case before 
to do? a place to go in town• The entering into negotiation with 
This question and other~ 'will traveling youth need a shelter, the other two wholesale 
be'discussed and acted upon at • The work-seeking youth need a distributors. 
the next meeting of the place to stay to find a job." The union has been 
Communi ty  Resources  Is a drop-in centre,- at tempt ing to negotiate a 
Committee at the Terrace coffebousd, or hostel the answer collective agreement with 
Community Centre at 8 p,m. and if an answer is found," Cont'd on.Page 2 
where will the money come....:: 
"Our committee was from?", he asked. 
instructed at the last general "Are there any needs in the la  ~ l . i ' [OC- - |  l~  
community, either, already 
sponsored or in need of 
initiating, which could use extra students : 
in Terrace," said volunteer manpower?" James " 
wa.to  o now, exc'-ang-n e ": . . . .  The association will consider ~,~.,.~. :; 
-"We hope to discuss and find ,openifig - an . odd-jobs - 
employment office at, the. ACaledoniaSeniorSecondery ~: : :  i~ 
• meeting. School " student will live . in .~. .. .......: " ~"~" 
Quebec for-two weeks as part of . ~[:. ( .~  
t a b l e  h e r e ?  exrhangea bi]ingual.bicu]tnra] s .dentpr0gram ' : :~  
"" "Sheryl Olson, 16,'a grade 12 ~ 
student from Rosswood will 
• leave Terrace June 30 for a two 
week stay with a French. 
"Then, quite clearly, it gets :Speaking family in quebec City 
down. to details, defining litter 
as "rdbbish, garbage, or waste '::- She'"will then return to 
materi~ls, includlngcontainers, Ter race  with her French' ~ . ,~ 
packages, bottles, cans, or speaking hint. " ' ' ,,,, 
parts or any abandoned' or .":Miss .Olson is one of 375 ~ 
discarded articles, product or Br i t i sh  Columbia students' '. 
good of manufacture.;;" It also ! lizking in the largest . 
applies t0 the. disposal of :.t tgual-bieultural student ' ;(':~:,:~ 
domestic sewage by people ~ tst~e ever conducted by a' V"  ' .I organization as part of 
camping out. "~ riti~h Cdlumbia centennial The act does t~ot apply. to ... 
wastes of primary processes of. elebrati0ns,. ,- . . . .  
mining, logging, : sawmllling, :5 f0ns0i':ed., by  the Pacific' . ', " " 
farming, or manufacturing. ;'. i0n;:~Caeadian Council of • 
Other laws govern • those 'L' Stia~and Jews the ~ project 
activities, idsisted : by the; federal ' ~'(:.) . .:::'.7,. 
The Litter' Aci statesi: ~No ':'~ " ~rfiment:., th rough ',the:',) / i: i i ' : ,~  
.. State's p~rson sltall sell or offer for sale .:: ~retary  : of " ~:": :::.: ":,f 
beer, 'al.e, carbonated ::Department. as part  of Its.  '[[:.:': '.:'/; 
heverages,3or drinks ina glass, ~ i~r.tlcipatlon i 'Centennial ?71,: .".: ./:i~:( . :.::" 
plastlc;.(~r:me[al.contaln~r for ~..,'.~!~b:,atudents wli!l s~y two ~: r h ~ " :'i ' 7~ '~ ": : ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ' .;l'glple~ life consumption • or use off. the .~.,We~RsIn ~uebec ~ the homo '. of .:: ;/'i:~,i . "."~::' 
,Cont'd.on.Page Z 
• *'T [ , /  
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Litter accept 
This is anti-litter week I n [ ~  
British Columbia. 
But 'litter cou'trol in Terrace .~, 
will be on an individual basis. 
Noplam haveheen made by.the ~w~,.~,.'"-'~,~/:~!~ 
munlcipallty ohelp residents in
a week-long cleanup campalgn. 
It Is again'st the,law to litter, 
and you can be fined up to $500 
for.breaking that. law, - . 
At the. 1970, ' session k)f the 
'Legislative, Assembly ' in 
Victorix 1h'e lawmakers of 
British .Columbia .passed a bill 
known as the Litter,, ACL 'Some 
convictions have a]reedy been 
made. ", , - 
The law about' Iltterstarts off: 
With the r, '.traidltlonal 
introduction:. "Heir.Majesty, by' 
and wlth the advlee and coment 
the: Leglslative Assembly of 
the Province' ."dr, :British'. 
Columbia, enacbs as follows..." 
x 
Collision 
kills tWO 
Two Kitimat men were 
fatally injured in a two-car 
collision on Highway 25 South 
near Kitimat at 7:45 a.m. 
Thursday. 
Michael Mitchell, 62, and 
Ronald David Newell, 31. both 
of Kitimat, were lone 
passengers in the vehicles. " 
An RCMP spokes~han in 
Kitimat said both men were 
pronounced dead shortly after 
arrival at Kitimat General 
Ilospital. 
.An inquest has been I
ordered. RCMP are 
investigating. " 
• : ! i ) : ; :5 :  
. - . :: , , , : :~" .  
l ' : -:.: !:: ?,i 
ecret  :: ": 
Why have Terrace municipal employees been:: : ' : 
instructed to conceal copies of two existing bylaws,' " ! 
from the press? 
The Herald asked Terrace council membersfor 
their comments. Three of the six aldermen were: 
not available for comment before press time. 
Alderman Ian MacDonald 
said he did not know why the 
municipality concealed the 
bylaws. After first reading of a 
bylaw anyone should be able to 
go to municipal hall and obtain 
a copy of the bylaw"for two bits 
sheet." 
The bylaws, the contents of 
whicb are unknown to the 
editorial staff, evidently refer 
somehow to the purchase or 
sale of land; in particular to 
land negotiations ow going on 
between the municipaltiy and a 
local industry. 
MacDonald said the "sale of 
land hasn't been completed 
yet," and public exposure to the 
bylaws could somehow 
jeopardize negotiations. 
He agreed the rights of a 
citizen •had been violated when 
municipal officials refused to 
show copies of the bylaw to the 
press. 
He feels the situation is being 
dramatized by the press and 
that there is % lack of 
communicat ion  and  
understanding that could be 
cleared up." 
Something inthe bylaw hasn't 
:" • bcen.finaiized;-he:~a'm~,; ....... .:~.'~::~ 
But the bylaws were passed 
---- March 22, 1971. 
In refusing to let reporter 
Rudy Haugeneder see copies of. 
the bylaw, municipal 
administrator Jack Hardy said: 
"There matter has not been 
clnsed...there is a pnssiblility of 
change to it." 
Alderman Gordon E. 
Rowland said the bylaw, which 
has only been read once in 
council but should be revealed 
at a citizen's demand, .is a 
"good bylaw." He said that he 
knows of no changes being 
made to the bylaw..."no 
changes whatsoever." 
Rowland also agreed all 
bylaws are public knowledge 
after first reading. 
"Unfortunately there is the 
odd one that is not beneficial to 
have read." 
The bylaw should not have 
been read in council when it 
was. "It was an error in tact," 
he said. 
He reminded, the Herald that 
the bylaw has only been read 
once and is not yet law, but did 
not deny the public's right-to see 
it. 
f~'r 
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land . . . .  v. 
reserved: 7 :: 
. A new policy g6verniug ~" 
disposition-and developmentlof , ~I I • " 
British Columbia lakeshoz~e::. :~ 
property was announced last'. :"' !~ 
week by. Minister of Landsi~ ~ 
Forest and Water ResourceS,; ':[:: i~i~ L
Ray Willistou. 
Each piece of lakofront land !/:. i~ 
will be assessed for 'its" total.~ . :: 
value, as pul~lic recreation,//  i~ 
wildlife, industrial developinefit i !~,~ 
add summer residence ~.,~ L M 1 
subdivision. 
From May 1, this year a l l .  ~ ~' 
Crown land within ten chains 
(660 feet) of any lake, and a l l  ~!: 
islands within such lakes, will "/~ . 
be reserved by the Lands 7 . 
Service or the Forest Service. 
The two government agencies 
will ensure .that any such 
Cont'd on, Page 2 
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'He concluded his comments 
with a threat to the Herald: 
"You'll get less co-operation 
from us, that's all, by forcing its 
(the two bylaws) public 
reading." 
According to a municipal .... ~" 
office spokesman, bylaws 584 
- and 587 were passed March 22, 
1971. , : 
Alderman ~¢lna Cooper said . 
the bylaws have to do with the 
aquisition of property by 
private concern. " • .". . . 
"It is in the best interests of 
the municipality to he:able to 
negotiate the property 'sale-in ,/ 
confidence "I therefore support .. :- 
Hardy's views even though you ~:. 
(the Herald) were technically 
right," in asking to see the ~" 
bylaws . . . .  ., 
"There is nothing we're ::~ 
trying to hide," she•said. - 
The bylaw, she said, allows .~.~ 
the municipality to sell the-  ;:[5,::~ 
• property for certain usesat  a 
given cost. ' ,;i~ 
The prospective buyer, ha¢i ~ :~- 
asked foran extemion of time. ~ 
Perhaps the bylaw is~being '~ 
e..hang~d, t i~di i~ Of ~dlifinue] ~?~ 
+J 
Lakeshor 
I 
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• Drug supply .Manpower 
" Cont'd from Page,  manutaeturers representatives [ :: I i n g  r e s e r v e d  
Western for approximately a in ant ic ipat ion' ,  of th; ' i :; 
year, a union leader in s t r i ke  . . . .  someth ing  the 
Vancouver said. 
pharmacists rely heavily on 
BUCKINGHAM PALACE ] medical drug wholesalers to 
I 
supply them with either a 
29~ Apr-il, 1971 majority of medical stock or 
minimum quantity orders in the 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  = i : • = . . . .  . . . .  ease of many independent dm.g 
store owners. 
• In Terrace, the Cunningham 
drug store will feel the pinch ot 
a wholesale drug strike before 
the other pharmacies. 
Until recently the Terrace 
Cunningham store had received 
approximately 95percent of its 
supplies from Western in 
Vancouver. However the store 
reportedly had received 
instructions from Vancouver to 
purchase much of its supplies 
from medical drug 
I am commanded by The Queen to thank 
you for your letter of 23rd April and for the two 
"Terrace Dollars", which have been produced in the 
British Columbia Centennial year in order to help 
raise funds for an Arena in Terrace. Her ~.'[ajesty 
is pleased to accept these coins from the Terrace 
Downtown Lions Club. 
Dick Green, Esq. 
Cunningham chain has never 
done before. 
Many independent drug 
stores purchase the bulk of their 
supplies from manufacturers 
representatives but buy 
mimimum quantity items 
through wholesale outlets. 
Pharmacists could purchase 
the supplies they need from 
alternate sources in Alberta, 
however, they fear the 
Teamsters International--the 
trueking union-will call the 
supplies hot and refuse to 
transport them. 
A survey of local steres hows 
that hey carry approximately a 
two to three week supply of 
drugs and would be affected by 
any prolonged strike. 
Updating of skills is a major 
concern in modern society, says Cont'd from Pagel  
Bi Bi excha ge . mm H 
Cont'd from Page I 
their matched partners, then 
' t students' ability to master 
languages and good citizenship. Li t ter  acceptable? l  The students will be assisted by a special government 
Centennial travel grant, but will 
Cont'd from Page I and house-boats. It prohibits quotes theLitter Act and copies 
premises on which they are sold such discharge into "any fresh of the regulations to the act are 
or offered for sale unless the water or watercourse or on available from the Department 
person undertakes to refund to land," with certain exceptions: of Recreation and 
the purchaser on delivery up of "in compliance with a permit Conservation, and the 
thecontainerthesumofnotless issued under the Pollution Department ofTravel Industry, 
than two cents for each Control Act; where disposal Parliament Buildings, Victoria. 
container." facilities are provided, in 
Regulations under the Litter accordance with proper and 
Act define drinks as: "SOft accepted methods of disposal l lny'aws 
drinks, fruit drinks, and using those facilities, and in 
reconstituted fruit drinks accordance with the Health Act 
consisting of less than 85 and regulations; or by 
percent pure fruit juice and excavating a pit on.land and 
concentrates thereof." burying and covering domestic Coni'd from Page I 
A container, according to the sewage or wast with not less She said there may be a 
regulations, "means a glass, than 12 inches of clean soil." danger that the buyer will not 
plastic, or metal container of a AtCamp, Too purchase the property if the 
capacity of less than 40 fluid Anyone establishing or bylaws were made public at this 
ounces." maintaining a camp, except on time. 
Another regulation provides privately owned or occupied In a prepared statement to 
that a retail merchant can limit land, is obliged by the Litter Act the local radio station Mayor 
to 18 the number of containers to make proper use of toilet and Victor Jolliffe said, it was not 
he accepts on any one day from sanitary facilities where they intended to withhold the 
are provided, or .to excavate,. [-information, which relates to 
maintain and use a pit toilet. I land aquisition and sale, whi0h -- ; 
"No person shall abandon or I was read and passed in council. . . . . .  
with large numbers of leave a camp unless he first [ After the passage of the bylaws 
containers and being faced with buries and covers the pit toilet J negotiations a  to conditions of 
maj  or admin is t ra t ive  with at least 12 inches of clean / the sale were re-opened at the 
problems, soil.". / request of the  intended 
BOTTLE DEPOTS Penalties purchaser, he said. 
The act, "without limiting" The final sections of the Litter "It is vital to the future of the 
the two-cent refund per Act provide, that persons who District of Terrace," said 
container, allows merchants to contravene the act are "liable, Jolliffe, "that these 
make arrangementsfora depot upon summary conviction, to negotiations be brought to a 
"convenient for his customers the penalties prescribed in the successful close. 
for the acceptance of containers Summary Convictions Act, ' ' '  "We took this action so as not 
purchased from him for refunds which allowsfor fines up to $500. to jeopardize our position. 
to the purchaser as required." A summons can be issued by "All details to the case will be 
This alsoapplies togovernment means of a ticket, open to .public inspection as 
liquor stores under the Copies of a brochure which soon as negotiations are 
Government Liquor Act. eompl~ted." 
Bottlers and processors are == 
prohibited by regulation from NORTHERN SADDLE CLUB 
"contracting for any further 
bottlesorcontainers onwhich is OF SMITHERS 
written or stamped any form of HORSE SALE words indicating that the 
container is not returnable or 
that no refund is payable (Not  an Auct ion)  
thereon." 
The Litter Act prohibits the con junct ion  w i th  
disposal of litter on any land or The 
fresh water, with the only 
exceptions being= in Oanadian Legion 
compliance with a permit 
issued under the Pollution 
Control Act; where litter is Trade Fa i r  
burned in compliance with 
existing provincial or local 
regulations', by burying and Saturday, gay l§th 
covering with not less than 12 
inches of clean soil; or where 
disposal facilities are provided At  The 
and proper and accepted EXHIBITION G R O U N D S  
'methods are used, in 
accordance with the Health Act. head 
Sewage from Trailers. Boats For fu r ther  in fo rmat ion  phone 
One section of the Litter Act 
deals with the discharge of 84%34§6  
"domestic sewage or waste" Sponsored by the  Nor thern  
from trailers, campers, ] 
portable housing units, boats Saddle Club of Smithers 
I 
- . .  - -  - 
WE HAVE TWO LOTS LEFT ON STRAUME AYES.  
I ' 
...... • cont rac tors  l td  
. . . .  3605 " 635-3119 
I return to British Columbia, 
bringing their French-speaking 
hosts for two weeks in this 
province. 
A total of 750 Quebec and 
British Columbia students are 
' i involved in the project. They 
• were selected by their teachers 
I who based their decisions on a 
be expected to pay $70 toward 
their own transportation cost. 
The council will absorb all other 
expenses. 
The council has worked out 
F rench-Eng l i sh  studenl~ 
exchanges for the past 20 years. 
The expanded Centennial 
Brit ish Columbia-Quebec 
exchange is part of an overall 
programme involving more 
than 4,000 young Canadians. 
In addition to the local 
student, individual students 
from Kit imat'  and Prince 
Rupert will participate. 
Don Walker, manager of 
Canada Manpower Center in 
Terrace. 
To provide an opportunity for 
~ther  training, Canada 
Manpower purchases training 
space for eligible clients. 
Recent purchases include a 
four-week course beginning 
May 31 for dental assistants. 
Five-week courses for building 
service workers are spheduled 
throughout the year. 
Persons who wish to learn or  
improve their" skills in the 
commercial field :have an 
opportunity hroughout the year 
to study shorthand, typing 
machine, book-keeping, legal, 
secretarial practice. 
Electronic technicians may 
take short courses in solid state 
theory, radio and TV theory, 
and practice, logic and. 
industrial control and micro- 
wave radar. 
Training in . weldiz~g 
techniques is available year- 
z~ound. 
Training. courses for 
industrial teachers, pre~school 
teachers, teaching assistants 
and welfare aides are scheduled 
to begin in the fall. 
' "Space in such courses is 
assigned on a first-come, first- 
served basis and many courses 
have lengthy waiting lists," 
says Walker. 
:X 
property will be disposed of only 
for its optimum, use .as 
determined by• a collective 
decision of resource 
departments . and local 
authorities. 
Further, in keeping with a 
1957 amendment to the Land 
Act, lakefront Crown land may 
be leased only, not bought. 
Individuals or businesses 
wishing to lease land within the 
10-chain reserve will be  
required to state their interest 
to either a Land Commissioner 
or a District Forester. 
Where the property" in 
question is within a Provincial 
Forest, the submission must be 
filed with the appropriate 
District Forester. Submissions 
for all other properties are to be 
made to the local, land 
Commissioner. ' 
These statements of interest 
will be forwarded to the Co- 
ordimtor of Lands Service in 
Victoria with recommendations 
designed to -assist in 
determining the priority for 
development and disposition of 
each property. 
Pe i ' i od ica l ly  the  
representatives of the resource 
departments will review 
applications and decide dh the 
best use of each plot of land 
being sought. 
Where the applicant's 
::.proposed use of a property 
matches the agreed optimum 
use, approval to .lease will 
normally be ~anted. Where it 
does not, the applicationwill be 
rejected and the land will be 
earmarks[ for its b~t  use. 
Where there is a strong 
demand for summer residential 
properties on a particular lake, 
and after adequate :suitable 
land has been set aside for 
public recreation, the..Lands 
Service wi l l  allocate~ an  
appropriate area f~0r:sub. 
division. It wil l  be developed to 
prov inc ia l  sub-d iv i s ion  
standards and lots.~ wi]l i  be 
disposed of by public aucfiou on 
a leasehold basis without option 
to purchase. ~. 
When land is best suited for 
some industrial purpose, it will 
be so assigned,, but ~v i tb  
essential 'l imitations or 
restrictions, For  example, 
logging Will be permitted in 
ome areas but strict control 
wi l l  be exercised so that 
harvesting will not prejudice 
the other values of the lake or 
neighbouring properties. : 
In general, government 
officials consider the new policy 
to be an essential nd effective 
step toward correcting the 
former haphazard development 
of valuable waterfront property 
in British 'Columbia. 
any one customer. The purpose 
~,of this regulation is to prevent 
'stores from. being swamped 
f 
@ 
~ i - :~  ~ 
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Wl eelstobeWo  J
fro  coast tocoast" 
dl r , . . . . - . .= . . . . .  ~,, to t,y o.i,y o,,en's,;w n~ wh.~ " :  ' .:. ':i.i ~: . , . /~ . . . . . . .  ::/?:::~':~:;'i"~:".~i?:J":,'i) : 
re . . .  xupetissimo., ,  tastes good too, ' mm Take this coupon to your nearest: Dairy Queen store and drop: tig the' Big 
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to serve workme  
The Workmen's  
Compensation Board will name 
its planned $9 'million 
rehabilitation centre in 
Richmond the "Leslie R. 
Peterson ~ Rehabil i tat ion 
Centre", in honour, of 
contributions made by the 
former labour minister of 
workmen's co,pen.sat,  on 
in B,C .  
Tlle announcement was made 
April 26 by W.C.B. Ch'aiiman 
Cyril White, at a sod turning 
ceremony at the 20-acre site on 
Westminster Highway in 
Richmond. " 
• The firstsod at the site for the 
new centre was turned by the 
Workmen's Compensation 
Board's first claimant, Thomas 
Pickering, 87, of Burnaby. (Mr. 
Pickering was injured two 
hours after the Workmen's 
Compensation Act came into 
effect January~ 1, 1917, when a 
case of machinery parts slipped 
and crushed his finger at the 
Great Northern Dock in 
Vancouver, where he was a 
longshoreman.) 
Others taking part in the sod 
turning ceremony included the 
Honourable Leslie R. Peterson, 
A t torney-Genera l ,  the 
Honourable James R. Chabot, 
Minister of Labour, Mr. Ernue 
Le Cours, M.L.A. for Richmond, 
and His Worship Mayor W.H. 
Anderson, Mayor of Richmond. 
About 150 guests attended the 
cremony. 
Mr. White outlined Attorney- 
General Peterson's contribution 
over the last ten years and said 
be "has earned the lion's share 
of the credit for guiding the 
workmen's Compensation Act 
of 1968 through the legislature." 
The new Act, which made into 
law the major 
recommendations f the Tysoe 
Royal Commission of Inquiry 
into Workmen's Compensation 
in British Columbia, not only 
inc reased  ex is t ing  
compensation pensions for 
widows, dependents and 
disabled workmen, but also tied 
these benefits to the Consumer 
Price ! Index. 
' "When Mr. Peterson learned 
that the Workmen's 
Compensation Board wanted to 
purchase land for the purpose of 
building a large rehabilitation 
centre• in Richmond, he 
wholeheartedly supported the 
i¢[ea and obtained an Order-in- 
C~'. ncil from the go~,e~'nmerit~of 
British .Columbia for ~ the 
Purpose of buying the 
property," said Mr. White. 
"The endorsement and support 
Of Mr. Peterson has been an 
important factor in bringing 
this rehabilitation centre into 
the realm of the possible. He 
has helped to make possible a 
great  step forward for 
workmen's compensation "i
this province." 
Mr. White said the center 
would be named after the 
former labour minister "as a 
permanent reminder that good 
ideas can become real 
achievements when men of 
energy and goodwill work 
toward them." 
Construction of the 
rehabilitation centre, which •will 
supplement the existing 
Rehabilitation ' Clinic iv 
Vancouver, is to begin th 
summer. The complex wi 
initially include a 200-be 
residence to be ready f( 
occupancy in the fall of 1972 an 
a 70-bod convalescent hospit~ 
to be built subsequently. 
Architects for the centre az 
Thompson, Berwick, Pratt an 
Partners of Vancouver. 
The convalescent hospital an 
residefice.quarters will fre 
many badly needed beds i 
general i hospitals around th 
province and provide livin 
accommodation f r injured out 
of-town workmen who ,us  
travel to  Vancottver fo 
rehabilitation treatment a  th, 
W.C.B, 's Rehabilitation .Clini, 
[ on 37th Avenue. 
[ Theconvalescenthospital w l 
' provide care for. workmen wh, 
are in the intermediate stag~ 
between intensive genera 
hospital and out-patien 
treatment. 
The six :storey residence towe: 
is designed to provide a non 
ins t i tu t iona l ,  p leasan  
environment. Each privat~ 
room will have its ow~ 
bathroom and balcony. Smal 
lounges for relaxation and T.V 
will be located on each floor am 
the residence floors will b~ 
'carpeted tohelp provide a quie 
atmosphere. 
i, At a later date the hospita 
and residence Will be expande~ 
to accommodate asmany as 30~ 
and 600 patients respectively 
and an out.pa'tien 
rehabilitation clinic will be 
added to the centre. 
Plans for the centre include 
an administration area and 
general office, cafeteria, 
kitchen, auditorium, recreation 
facilities. The residence 
building will have direct access 
to a landscaped roof area above 
the main entrance. Hospital 
patients will have access to this 
landscaped area as soon as 
upper nursing floors are added. 
A two-level parking deck will 
provide access to both the main 
and ground floor levels of the 
complex. 
Church 
shows 
' ~ • . :. • 
Hair 
NEW YORK - The Cathedral of 
St. John the Divine will presnet 
musicial selections 'from the 
controversial Broadway hit 
Hair at an afternoon service 
• Sunday. 
A spokesman for •the 
Episcopal cathedral said the 
selections will be performed as 
the offertory music for "Mass in 
F." written by Hair composer 
Gait MacDermdt.' 
BIRTHS 
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Fedorinko - a 
boy - May 3. 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Doeli - a 
girl - May 4 
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hein - a 
girl - May 4 
Mr. and Mrs. Rene Letourneau - 
a girl - May 4: 
T 
, ] .  
There are very few things 
leR for the m en in this 
world. 
This 
smooth dark 
rum 
is one of 
them. 
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Workmen,s Compensation Board Chairman the summer. 1'he Z00.bed residence will provide 
Cyril White, Q.C. (left), points out special accommodation for injured workmen from 
features of the planned "Leslie R. Peterson outside,he Lower Mainland area, who are in 
Rehabilitation Centre" to the lion. James R. Vancouver for treatment at the WCB's 
'Chabot ~centre), Labour Minister, and the Hon. Rehabilitation Clinic. The TO-bed hospital will 
L.R. Peterson, Q.C. !right), Attorney-General, provide care for workmen who are in  the 
Construction of the $9 million out.patient intermediate reatment s age between general 
residence and hospital complex isto start during hospital and out-patient care. 
Planning 
course set 
Aldermen,  munic ipa l  
officials, regional district 
representatives and interested 
citizens from throughout British 
Columbia will study how to 
make more effective decisions 
in community planning in the 
16th Annual Short Course in 
Community Planning at the 
University of British'C01umbia. 
~ The pr0g~ram is sponsored by 
the UBC Center for Continuing 
Education with financial 
assistance from the Donner and 
Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation. 
Participants will "build" a 
community inwhich they would 
like to live based upon their own 
knowledgeand experience. 
Decision-making will be 
approached by gathering 
information, sorting through it, 
applying information to a 
specific problem and evaluating 
the solution. 
Reg iona l  D is t r i c t  
Administrator John Pousette 
says that he will not attend the 
conference because "this year 
the study is devoted to urban 
planning." 
Save Your Skin 
Eaton's Fur Storage & Custom 
Cleaning 
~'~-~ !. ~ Will add .years of wear 
to  your  precious furs.  
='~ ~ and prevent  Drying:,::i, 
Spliting, Moth Damage 
and Theft. 
Phene 
636-7121 : 
For Further Details 
EATON'S 
3215 Kalum Terrace 
The economy, Co.ro]]a. 
What  you  dont  get you  don't: 
No fish tails, no racing stripes, no Wind spoilers. There 
are lots o£ things you don't get with the CoroLla 1~.00. 
Like parking problems and speeding tickets and great 
big monthly payments. Whafyou  do get is where 
you're going. And £or some people that's enough. 
Instead of thewindswept speed machine that always 
gets~e girl, some people like 'the classic; supe~'bly 
built Corolla. that gets up to 35 miles per gallon. They 
don't mindnot being able to keep up with the big guys. 
• They just  want  to keep up wRh the  traffic. And the 
0nly A Few Left 
Sav-Mor Builders i)entre 
[] • • :)~ 
." • - . 
p a y m e n t s . . , . : ~  :!~. 
So instead o£ t/~e usual long list of opti0ns,/the 
prefer our unusually long list of standard equipmen 
It includes 73 hp, front disc brakes, a 4-speed:iS~z 
chromesh.transmission, (the automatic is option~)a 
electric rear window~e~roster ,  fully reclining:!.~rOz 
bucket  seats ,  and  so  On. . . . . .  :! 
Some people £eel i t 's  al l  you need to  get.~around::ii!:i 
and we!re glad of that. Bevause it's al l  we couldi~ige~i:i:i 
into one car: for under $~-,000.*. '• ' " "  :~ 
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OUR OPINION 
Speed freaks 
In case you hadn't noticed, Child 
Safety Week has come and gone in 
British Columbia. 
As usual, Ter race motorists 
observed the week by speeding 
through school zones. 
But the motorists are not entirely 
blameworthy. 
The District of Terrace will have 
some explaining to do if a child is 
struck, injured or killed by an 
automobile in any one of four school 
zones here. 
Last year more than 200 children met 
violent deaths in the province of British 
Columbia. Automobile accidents were 
the leading cause of deaths. 
According to Jim Frey, drivers' 
examiner at the Motor Vehicle 
Branch, the local situation is even 
more frightening than in other parts 
of the province. 
Terrace has the highest per capita 
ratio of automobile accidents and 
convictions of any area in Canada. In 
Frey's opinion, the majority of Terrace 
residents drive too fast. 
Further, they will not and cannot~ 
slow down for school zones if they don't 
know there's a school in the area. : 
That's where the District council is 
at fault. They have refused to consider 
posting School Zone signs at fourl 
separate schools in the district. 
Frey wrote Mayor Victor Jolliffe and 
District Council ast November 17. The 
text of his letter: 
"Prior to paving of certain streets 
within Terrace, traffic was regulated 
consider posting School Zone signs in 
these areas with 20 M.P.H. tabs posted 
below the School Zone signs. If these 
signs were posted, the speed for the 
School Zone would have to be observed 
between the hours of 8 a.m~ and 5 p.m. 
on school days. 
"For the past few weeks I have 
observed many motorists travelling 
much too fast within these area~ and 
have witnessed several near accidents 
involving pedestrian school children 
and motorists who I felt were 
travelling above a reasonable speed. 
"Specifically I refer to the following 
schools: Kalum School bounded by 
Kenney Street; Uplands School 
bounded by Halliwell; E.T. Kenney 
School bounded by Loen Avenue and 
Clarence Michiel School bounded by 
Sparks Street. 
"I am attaching the page' from our 
Guide to Safe Driving which covers the 
subject." 
The District of Terrace replied to the 
letter on December 2, 1970. The reply 
stated, in part: "The practice in 
British Columbia is developing that no 
20-mile per hour limitation is posted on 
School Zone signs on the theory that if 
children are in fact on the roadways, 
even twenty miles an hour may be an 
excessive speed. If children are in 
school or not on the streets then thirty 
miles per hour is a reasonable limit 
under the circumstances. 
"For this reason, the present signing 
practice in Terrace will not be 
changed." 
Frey couldn't quite figure out that 
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"Extinction? That means the inability to adjust to man's 
!!i!!ii<:: _r 
blunders!" 
In my view: 
What is the difference 
between a wild imagination 
and being irrevocably 
chicken? 
Some people have the odd 
normal fear whereas I 'm 
afraid of almost everything. 
For instance most mothers 
send their chiiden out to play 
and then carry on with their 
housework secure in the 
knowledge their little ones will 
return home when they're 
tired or hungry. 
Not me. l give my poor 
children a long list of what 
they can and cannot do, where by a municipal bylaw restricting speed reply, and neither can we. 
on gravel roads to  20  M.P.H.  , ,, . . . . . . .  ~, . - . . . ;  ,. . ..... they  can  and  cannot  go .and  
"Since paving ~ ~,~a ~..^~.~ ;. .e  says mere  are no SlQeWaIKS In then  listen - as intently as'a'n 
that m:~brists" ~;/~/~" mo'~ schoor'areas;"affd:'ehIl~l~en,wall~ ........robifftrying to locate a worm- is our opinion . . . . . . . . .  
legally proceed at 30 M.P.H. since on the roadway two and three abreast, for every scream and every 
thud. If I heard a squeal of 
School Zone signs with a tab of 20 
M.P.H. underneath are not posted. 
"Four  schools fall within this 
category and because of a real danger 
to school children walking on or near 
these streets I feel that Council should 
screaming silver bird up by 
the arms of my chair but it's 
not worth it. 
Some fears have been 
developed rather than being 
innate. Toilet flushing is a 
fear that was bornwithin me 
in France. The French have 
odd toilets to accommodate 
both femmes and heroines. 
They are on the floor with foot 
pedals and they have flush 
chains. If you are raised with 
them you grow. up learning to 
tame then'= but to the tourist 
French toilets can be 
ferocious aggressors. When 
the chain is pulled a gyser of 
water leaps up from the 
depths of the floor model in a. 
swirling eddy and one must be 
nimble-footed toavoid getting 
wet feet. After a few wading 
episodes I first noticed my 
'john 'neurosis. 
Fire is another particular 
fear of mine. If the travelling 
public all felt as I do about 
brakes or fires my heart stops 
beating. And I breathe 
normally again only when I 
locate my young ones intact. 
I'm sthe same about planes. 
I think they're an invention of 
the devil. An English lady . fires Canada would be ocean 
said the other day how ~ to ocean with oue story hotels. 
Unquestionably, if a child is struck, 
injured or killed by an automobile, 
District Council will reconsider its 
decision. 
But is it necessary to wait until a 
young life is sacrified to such apathy? 
MONDAY, .MAy I0. 1971 
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Nadine  As nte 
It is embarrassing to explain 
to a hotel clerk that I can't 
sleep above one floor up. I 'm 
not strong on knots and I know 
full well what would happen it 
I tried to escape an inferno by 
slipping down a rope of bed- 
sheets. My granny knots 
would have the strength of a 
very weak granny. To avoid 
explanations I now stay at 
motels....even when I'm not 
travelling by car. 
I also have a 'thing' about 
sel f -service elevators. I 
firmly believe that it's a 
matter of time before I watch 
someone sliced neatly down 
distrustful of all machinery I 
did use automatic elevators 
until I went to the Vancouver 
General Hospital to have my 
second child. Between the 
admitting office and the 
imminently-to-be-used ease 
room, while being pushed on a 
stretcher by a nice young 
nurse, we got stuck between 
floors. She pushed every 
button and floor number 
visible and nothing happened 
except that fear seemed to 
give impetus to the arriving 
baby. The nurse and and I 
rehearsed our two roles in' 
case. the elevator never did. 
I'ts/jolly: 
difficult 
~ BY ALFRk;D 
FR IENDLY 
LONDON - The" British never 
introduce themselves or their 
guests atany gathering. Thus it 
happens often enough that you 
can sit ~ all evening and 
exchange awkward, forced chit- 
chat with your dinner neighbor 
and never know until too late 
that he is .the world's greatest 
authority on the subject you 
wish to know about. The reason 
why this habit of non- 
intoruction ~or, at b~t,  a "you 
• know Frpz Nff- Nff, of course" -
prevails has not been explained~ 
A new Oxford Press.Book, the 
-BBC Pronouncing Dictionary of 
British Names, proves that not 
even the British could know tfow 
either place names 15 miles 
away or family names one 
cousin distant should be 
uttered. 
Everyone may know that 
Cholmondely is "Cimrnli" but 
you've got to be careful in  
dealing with .anyone named 
Devereux because he may insist 
on his name being pronounced 
"devverooks," "devvera,"  
"devverou" or "devverecks." 
Most Maughams are " 
mawms," but some are 
"moffams." 
Dalzell (there's a Baron 
Hamilton of) is "dee-ell;" Mr. 
Featherstenehaugh is as it is 
spelled, or else "fanshaw," 
"fcstonhaw," "feesonhay" or 
'qeerstonhaw."  Marjoribanks 
is, and a good thing, 
"marchhanks." The 
IMPECCABLE 
The BBC book, 40 years in the 
making and containing 16,000 
entries, is based on the new 
thesis that whereas BBC news 
announcers are no longer 
enjoined to speak in what is 
called received English 
(Southern England public, 
which is to say private, school), 
they must nevertheless 
pronounce place and family 
names with impeccable and 
invariable correctness. The 
places must be pronounced as 
they are locally, the family 
names as the families dictate. 
The volume is the work of.a 
five-man team headed by Miss 
Gertrude M. Miller, who is 
almost never called Gertrude 
but rather Elizabeth, which just 
goes to show. 
.. • Place names are even worse, 
the middle with one half 
falling into the elevator and 
the other half remaining 
waiting for the elevator. But 
once inside the automatic 
monster you are completely at 
its mercy. 
When I push the 'up' button 
and the elevator goes down I 
panic. It's better not to use 
them at all. Again this fear 
was born in me a long time 
after I was. Naturally 
start again aiid"tW..6 ~f. ~ and' ~specially 'in Scot land and ' " 
then three of us would be Wal~s','~id ~ltidh 1titter '~11 :h t 'F  
trapped like rats. The 
elevator started for no good 
reason except perhaps prayer 
but that was nineteen years 
ago and I have not used an 
automatic lift since. 
Really the only thing that 
can be said in favor of having 
these phobias is that when 
anything bad does happen I
am always prepared. 
pronounced impossible. ' The : : 
Kilconquhar is "k inuchar,"  
with a fine "ch" as in loch or 
chutzpah. Cuiross is "kooross," 
Keighley if Keethley." 
Out of sympathy for our 
printers, I am not going to spell 
out the pronunciation of the 
Welsh village with the longest 
name. 
Llanfai. 
Independently poor 
BY ER IC  N ICOL ,. 
When I joined the Committee for an 
Independent Canada I asked myself: 
"Okay, spunky, what are you trying to 
be independent of? Or, if you prefer, 
from?" 
"Ah-ha!" I replied deftly. "Let's 
just think about that, shall we?" 
So I've thought about it. About being 
a Canadian, and what's so special 
about it. It has to be a damned good 
reason for being independent, because 
economists, industrialists, editorial 
writers and most other accredited 
gurus have hammered it home that 
buying back Canada will cost us 
billions, even more billions than 
cleaning up pollution. We may have to 
choose, between smelling bad and 
smelling American. Being chary of 
foreign ownership of Canadian 
industries, they tell us, will lower our 
standard of living. We could be the 
most independent nation that ever had 
to eat its boots. 
Well, we're one-third French. If 
anybody can whip up a tasty recipe for 
old sneakers au gratin, it should be us. 
I refuse to be intimidated by the threat 
that being my own boss will give me an 
employee.who is out of work. One less 
lesson of our time, learned by the old 
and lived by the young, is that a higher 
standard of living has little to do with 
the quality of life. 
have any cultural substance in 
common at all, worth preserving. 
l suspect that we have. 
It takes a stranger to spot it. And 
strangers have been saying it for 
years: "Man, Canadians are the 
dullest people on earth." 
What they mean of course is that the 
Canadian avoids being flamboyant. 
He is a creature of reason. He nurses 
no ancestral grudges against other 
countries, nor is he bemedalled with 
ideological hang-ups like his cousins to 
the south. 
He is so rationally alert to injustice 
that he will, at the drop of a gauntlet, 
institute a royal commission on the 
status of anything. He is referee to the 
bloody games other peoples play. 
He is not racially prejudiced, nor 
class distrinctive. He shows as much 
deference to a rich Indian as  to an 
impoverished earl. 
Such is his regard for Mistress 
Reason that he elects a prime minister 
who is a paragon of intellectuality, 
them blames him for lacking 
compassion. 
Surely this is the key to Canadian 
nationalism; the attitude that 'shuns 
the nationalistic• We have an aversion 
fortunate I was being so close 
to my home in Vancouver. !~ 
She felt so homesick because 
she was two days away from 
London. Little did she know i 
she'sa day and 23 hours closer i 
to home than I am because I 
won't fly unless forced by.  
circumstance. 
I belong to that mid- 
Victorian group who believes 
that if we were intended to fly 
we would be equipped with 
feathers. 
Show me a person who's 
afraid of heights and I'll show 
you a miserable aeroplane 
passenger. 
I have read all the statistics 
regarding the safety of plane 
travel and I hearti ly 
agree....when someone lse is 
doing the flying. And I almost 
totally agree with fatalists 
whosay that you won't go unt i l  
your time is up. Stories about 
wartime rear gunners,whose 
• life expectancy..was one and a 
half trips going through the 
whole five years of war 
unscathed, and then coming 
back home to get run over and 
killed.by a tricycle impress 
me greatly- but I 'm nota rear 
gunner. What bothers me is 
what if someone's time is up 
who is on the plane with you? 
A lone passenger seldom gets 
sucked from a pla,e. So think 
of .all the plane' passengers 
Who really go before their 
to hatred,on the national scale, that time is up.. 
I have flown. White and 
borders on loathing. We shall fight like. tense I have flown holding the 
fury (and germ warfare is.our only .... . . . .  
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Dear Editor: 
Can We assume responsibility 
for our unemployed labour 
force, resident and non-resident 
in Terrace, of ages sixteen and 
over? 
Can we develop a program in 
which people fill their days with 
community activities of a 
practical nature in return for 
food and lodging? 
1. There is unlikely to be a 
municipal budget o cover such 
a program. 
2. Sections of our com.munit£ 
bus iness  and private 
individuals may not relish the 
idea. .~ 
3. Considerable xpense is 
usually involved in organizing 
and i maintaining such 
community programs. 
4. A percentage of Canada's 
youth will be attracted to our 
town who would not normally 
visit with us. 
5. Specif ic control and 
Sustained impetus is essential 
[or the success of such an 
undertaking, can mechanisms 
be enforced in this way?, • 
It is proposed that an earnest 
Mankind program be 
established this summer  in 
Terrace.  This suggestion is 
raised despite the celossal 
problems which are likely to be 
encountered;' a' 'loose outline 
tending to splinter undertakings 
now in force. Areas. sued as 
youth program services, 
volunteer maintenance of 
community projects, etc. could 
be examined jointly by Council 
and clubs to determine needs... 
Perhaps a bold but foolish 
plan-I believe Terrace can 
handle such a program. If we 
bear respect for our community 
let's attend the public meeting 
to be held May 13th at8 p.m. in 
the Community Center. 
Katie McKeown, 
Box 467, 
Terrace, B,C. 
Dear Editor 
Now'w i th  summer •just 
around the i:orner, a perennial 
problem comes up on local 
streets and rural roads that are 
unpaved, Thick, choking clouds 
of dust blanket entire areas that 
border the~e Streets, covering 
all moveable and immovable 
objects with a layer of grey 
smudge. 
In a nearby'town, the works 
department employees have 
spread a coating of black oily 
tar- l ike substance on unpaved 
r~ads. This removes the threat 
Motorists using .the roads, 
• children at play and geuerally 
anyone who crosses one of these 
streets find the substance to be 
very obnoxious to say fife least. 
Mothers are turning grey from 
fretting over the condition of 
Junior's shoes and the state of 
the front room or kitchen when 
said youngster bounds in 
without removing his footwear. 
As for the motorists, well 
now, that is something again. 
Owners of beautiful new ears 
especially, and many with older 
models are cursing a blue 
streak at the mess the tar has 
made of their vehicles. 
So, what is the answer? One 
possible solution may be a type 
of salt called calcium chloride. 
When it's sprayed  on an 
unpaved road it somehow 
attracts water out of the air and 
keeps the surface of the road 
damp. This really seems to keep 
the dust down for weeks-even 
months, and it isn't sticky or 
dirty to drive on or walk on, 
Maybe our council should look 
into this calcium chloride. 
Mrs. K.F. McGilliray 
3555 Cote des Neiges Road, 
Montreal, Quebec 
Note :  Calcium chloride,", 
In a very few years Japan will have 
the world's highest standard of living. 
hope,though that is another diatribe)' 'Ke  ..... 
to avoid being joined, to jingoism.> :.: . :: . ep, Canada 
[oIiows:.~ • 
Accommodation ~of h .  Sort 
of dust for the time being, but 
creates an even greater  
otherwise known as  mur la te  of. 
l ime, is a dess leant  (dryif ig.  
agent)  wh ieb pul ls  mo is ture  out 
of the  air.  The chemica l  is" 
s l ight ly corros ive.  Editor .~ :: ' :  
rpwllgwy. 
ngyilgog. .. 
erychwyr- 
ndrobwllantysiliogogogoch. 
The BBC gets about one phoned 
question a month on how to say 
it. 
Speaking of names- and have 
we been doing anything else 
but? - one Harry Thistlewaite, 
an upstanding but 
preternaturally overburdened 
gentleman i  the northwestern 
rt of England, went to court 
other day and was granted 
leave- as indeed he should have 
been - to change his name to 
Baxter. No one in his 
neighborhood, he argued, could 
pronounce the old name 
correctly and his nine-year-old 
daughter Kathryn found herself 
still writing her name on school 
examination papers when all 
the rest of the kids had long 
since .begun answering the 
questions.. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
Phoenix,  located 4,500 feet  
above sea level, was born in 
1891 and had a magistrate, W.R. ' 
Williams who was 6'10" tall. 
The community claimed it had 
.the highest judge in the highest. 
court in Canada. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
Nanaim0 .was first named 
Colvile Town after .Hudson's. 
Bay i .Company Deputy 
Governor, Andrew Colvile. The 
present name was adopted from 
the Indian' Sne-ny. ,m.0 " -a  .big 
g • 'ur. Every Japanese will have two cars, It is quite possible that the wor ld  . , . . ,  , w~l~erheostelp~rp[~ve~teh~mees vobem__r Tll.tV ~,Dn " =" 
• g-~,L .~ J I J  JL qt.A2"lUL- x- three color TV sets, four children and  . does not need all this reasonableness, . Canad ian  t . participating in return for . i ' ', " "- ":. " 
about  f ive minutes before  he goes out  the co ld  fishery that  extends  f rom the" . . . .  . i " energy expended, ba the ,~::::~.~r- ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I " . - '• " ' ,  • " ' 
Mankind program This ! ~ i  .~ ' ! ;~- '~ ' (~ '  ~ t ~ ~/B~, I. ~ WH/~T ~ A AN IbF.~l. PLACE of h is  mind .  banks of •Newfoundland to  chilly - ' ~ ' ' r i i~sid '. • - iiii!i: [ ,  Bl~.:i i::ill  : ' ' " I ' - 
• ' - ' • ' • .. - The Commit tee  for an .requi es  co  erable public :!:~:~ ~0R~/  .~:~,~:.~,i:~, fH0~E WITHOUT . . . . . .  TO 8RIN~ |~ " ~ " 
. • .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' Independent  Canada,  and'entireparticzpant su port, ~!t: : :<' ::::::::::::::::::'::: -~  I ' ~ . . • Thin could be one reason why I prefer Hecate Strait. No  matter. We need zt . ' ' . . . . . . .  ' ::" ~ . . . . . .  ~*~*~:~:'~:~ - ' ' r 
not  to see Canada become the  East  End  Even  more than  we need.  to be sleek, head-uar tered  in  Toronto ,~(  "' but i t  can  be aceomnl~hed,. ~I  ~ i~!~i~ . ~,~AA WIFEWIFE' . . ~..GII~RIENb,..,, ' 
. . . . . . .  f , . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  - '.-•. , :: . . . . .  • !i?: g~i~: "':':*~i~:~li!~ . '  ~ , • -~ ,', . . . .  of Japan, Canadmns are not as at  cats  petted by foreign hands, we was formed early th l syear . . . I t  ~ is.2! ' , .pr0posed .;,, that  ~ ! ~ ~ ! ~ i : i ~ i l  [ ' ~ • IN~"~ ', ./".. ~'~ . ' i ~ ~  .1 1 
traditi~fially polite as,the natives of need t0 be  sane, ~ ' That is What l l sbas ica in i i s to in torm~the ,  cdmmU~ity  o r idnted  jobs  ~|~G~,d J l i " : : t~  ~.~f l .~ J} '  I " " '' ~":~, ~ .b~,~,~"4~ 41 / l 
' ' res "n  i l n  . Canadlanpeople'ontheextent be 'pei;formed: .by the l ~  ~ i i ~ "  '~": . . . .  ~ I '~ "'i:"(' ~ ~  ' [~17 those islands andovercrowdm p ervaho of w der ess Canada is . . . . . . . . . . .  .~.,.:::::, ..~:: [ .~ . , . , : .  • . ,. 
• • ' .  . . g' . . . . . .  . . . of fo re lgn  Inf luence inCanada, unemployed "suth: activities ::::::::~ ~!:~:~ - ' . . . .  ;:"~': "; , ~]  
mdustrml pollution, and'po|sonzng by -  .'about, surely, That ]swhat lsmeantby ...... . . .~  . . . . . .  ' whieh.d0.,ot pht the .,resent I ~ ~ ]  ~ " ~ 1 .  I - , . .~g .~:~ ' :  ~ . . . .  |E l  
mercury are.apt o makeus  a bit  edgy. being master in  our ao,wn house, Information is .available ' res ident . : , l abour :  {oree ,at. ,.a I I ~:~:~ : ' ~ ~  : ~ -7, 
• ,~ ---",~,--~'f,'om re,/inn to re~,ion however  numble .  ,~nd t ras  is what, f rom Janet  MacLeed at 63~- . disadva,tag~,i.Cooperation at I ~ ~ i |  ~ ' .  I :: . ,~ ,~ ~ .... : . :  i~ ~li~;i~R'nl"l: ' ' t . I 
• ......~ .... . . .  :w , . .  _ ,,:. . P- ' now,"onl.,,/.- miracle can ' rovide. . 2964' in Terrace,  Or fr0m'the, the municipal ~ffservice club . . . .  . . . . . .   '. . . . .  . "~  " 
across ~anaaa, erie. uanaazan, loentz[y, Care to enlist in the' mo~l]iation of a Committee• i ~ ..~' for,, (.: An  levels is' ed~egtieHn' ordeiSthat ! U[  2 ~  ~ i ~J. ~ ~  ,. ,~[ IU : ; ' .  . ['~i I' 
• Gnu wnat a re  cons,oere~ as mreats  to ..-- . . . ,d~ mr.^ -... ';,.-~..., '~.z^" k,.~".;~.,. Independent Canada', Suite those < :, ,taking' ,* part.)may '1 ~-  ~ . l /~J ~ - .g.~r . . = : :. 7 , r~,~.> ~ ~ , , , ~ . y . . i  
i t  , ,he , , , ,  , , , a , , , , , , l ve  int0one another . p . ' ~' 419, T7 York  Street,: Toronto I, contr ibute o the ~ commuid  s 
So plai~ti~Uy' that one wonders i f 'we . . . .  get to see s0me mzghty pretty, c oun!r~. ,, i~Sa.qda(.~!: ,= , , , : .  ' .  eohe,ivene. , rather : than ~ V " ~ : '  " " ~ , ~ " l  
, . . . . .  : " = , ;~  : .  ~ i : . :7  ' , x (  .~  "~r~;~/~;" ' ~ ; ;  i . :  I ~ , : ,  ; ~ ~ 'z  , I "V  9~ 
• • i , i : i .... . . . .  ; 
meat, mainly "for ecological 
eat the natural grain than.the 
given including charging them +~") 
' 
" ,'i- !)', I 
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YOrk-n _.h_.._.__c.hangel . . . .  " -  . . . . . .  N ~ , : : ' .  . . . .  ' :.,":.;. : " . - I . '  ,* '" ~ ' " • ' ~ * ...... : "  " ' . ' - ' :  . . . . .  : ;:+:?': * , ,  T o 1  e ; '  ; '  11  : ' L ' ; " I "  • Easy mghts work:: "$':" 'r ~ L'' : '':;:~'~ d" ,~': P 4 " ~ ew at lves  , - ___  zv[ar  es ,o,,,.,,. ?
Pen heMth  store hostile atfitudesl 
." . (AP).- Ltouel Rose, at=l~ and I'th,a~ ~igl~:/~r~:~]' : ? 
0 • me half .pounds, the"former [Tuesday; .... " ' : .  : ' i  
. . . . .  wor ld  "+ bantam-we ight ' . ]  d * .  ' " ' r " d : ' '  d ~"  ." ~ ' J 
+ ]~y D iana  Smi th  ehamninn, k ocked outrmn~o I RoseuooredtheFilipino'whh 
Howard and Pegeen Davis Howard said "If only people " T rade  unions ~ should ' :I11 type '  " ' ,, due to I Tony ~uareama, 134 and one- J two left hooks. ~ " " ,,:~ " 
are health food addicts. ~. realized~hat they were eating" ~,  ' ~ contribute more free literature their limited budgets. ' / 
And beoausetheywanted t9 andenCouraged "them to try ,~(~i~ tocommunitypubliclibrariesin "Collections of books in | 
do something they really care eat ing ,  the same food but ~=~! i order to inform the public of specialized 'fields are limited, / 
about have opened up a health prepared ,differently, sprouts ~ their purposes. . ;but Mrs. VanHeek added tlmt | 
food store in Terrace. • instead of grains for example, "The public climate in this. :unionscouldcontributeanywell i ;t 
Earlier this year the young, o~ to t ry  substituting health province is hostile to organized written literatore if they wanted i ;~ 
American couple attempted to foods for ordinary products, labor generally, espedally to to. [ 
the leadership efthe trade union She said a number of -?; start a similar store in Prince unbleached flour instead of / 
Rupert. Disaster struck two white flour for instance. movement/ '  John F ryer ,  periodicals and publications are 
• .~ysbeforetbestoreo.pening.'A. He  also believes m the general secretary of the B.C.~ donated regularly but could be / 
n 
tire destroyed. . .the vuilding, nutritional value of sprouted Government Employees.Union increased. The publications on / 
said in Vancouver recently, hand are well written and easy r along wflh thenr.fully sto,cked foods. "There are five times Libraries can foster this to understand. 
store, nome ann possesmons, more vitamins in the sprouted 
change by.increasingbudgets The books available at the 
Although two months hard grain than in the-or ig inal  | for books dealing'with the Terrace library deal 
work and everything they grain!',hesaid, Sprouts are also i history, structure and with labor law and primarilyrelations, 
owned had gone up in flames economical for instance, from 
personalities of the North she said. 
Howard and Pegeen decided to one pound of beans.which costs . American Trade union Frysaid, libraries have a part 
try again, about 30 Cents you get about movement, he said. to play In changing B.C.'s 
They travelled-as far east as Sevenpounds of sprouts. And However Mien van Heek, hostile attitude toward trade 
[ becau.~e starch is converted to Terrace public librarian said: unionsl 
, sugar, when sprouted they are "Small community l ibraries "We (union leaders) are 
Why Terrace? , easier to digest and less 
"We found the people were : fatfening than the grain." cannot afford to purchase many offended by gratuitous 
" - pronoimcements which mean ',:~ 
,. Howard and Pegeen don't eat ~" :.~i "You fellows," a professor 'some of my best friends belong 
q told his class "want to make too to unions but oh, those rabble 
The store was opened Friday reasons". They Would rather much money nowadays. Why, rousing labor bosses!. 
- " doyouknowwhatIwasgetl ing ' "We can look forward to a in animal who is-fed the grain p .~ 
• . ~,. ,' .., ~ ~ +. ~"+~ , Rear-rank student: "No, and management relations 'unless 
~ ~ l l ~  , i->M • I !l bet you didn' t either." attitudes on all sides change 
; ~ ~ I l l  . xxxx  drastically. , 
To parents, the frightening He called for a regula'r 
HowardandPegeenDavisopenednewhealthfood • thing about heredity and exchange of" information 
zrs vitamin pills and supplements • - - • - 'I environment is that they are between' library associations 
Sacks of whole wheat flour the);i .. would .r'athei" se l l  ~ .  m Terrace las[ weeK. ,__ .[ responsible for both .  with such organizations as the Community Calendar Canadian t, abor Congress and Offering samples o f  carob supplements even though -the the B.C. Federation of Labor. 
- Mrs. Van Heek said libraries 
such as Vancouver's public 
library have. a solid stock of 
literature available that cover 
Christmas Seal "Y.M.C.A. Ladies Auxiliary. children, phone Terrace every aspect of the union 
Mrs. Musical instruments are 
-Although they do carry 
organically, grown food than i 
latter are .more profitable, 
"We want to get away h'om 
pills to wholesome foods," 
Pegeen said. 
st0cR. •' Pegeen said. She hates the 
The varieties of seeds, nuts, .: !'rotten life" the animals are 
drie~l fruits and nuts were ready ; 
in their wooden containers. :w i th  chemicals and their 
Spices and herbs from many ! eventual slaughter. 
parts of the world were in glass 
jars on the shelves. 
Sacks of whole wheat flour 
were in stock. 
ff ri  l  . f" r  
candies, sprouted beans and 
rose hip tea to their first 
customers Pegeen said she was 
surprised to find them well 
informed about health foods. I 
Quesnel ooking fora  suitable 
site but finally chose Terrace. 
interested.. ,receptive" 
Howard said. 
after a hectic three weeks spent 
remodelling and getting 
Terrace 
Brewers yeast and lecithin Commit tee  chairman Community Resources, 635- movement. 
Howard and Pegeen became are the only supplements hey Monica Lessard will attend the wanted on loan, and centennial 5702, or 625-6163. 
interested inhealth foods about [. take themselves. Even their annual meeting of the B.C. costumes are in order. Dayone xxxxx  
four years ago while living in eats get •ample sprinkling of Tubereu]osis-Christnias Seal of the carnival is planned for 
New York. Unhappy, with the brewers yeas.t on their food. Society,May20 and21 at Totem adult entertainment. The Thornhill Home and School 
poor quality and low nutritional Howard said it is important to Park Complex, Univershy of second day's events are Association met last week at 
value of their food they get a Well balanced nutritional British Columbia. intended for children with free Thornhill Primary School. 
gradually began to change their diet and then suplement with Lieutenant Governor John R. admission between 11 a.m. and Guest speaker Don 
diet to include health foods, vitamins jf there are any Nicholson will be a special guest 3 p.m. for children, The Cunningham of Skeena Juni¢i" 
Pegeen remembers bringing deficiencies, at the Society's annual banquet carnival closes Saturday night Secondary School,explained 
home a new food but then l'laenr original plan a year ago Thursday, May 20. with dancing and games of what a grade seven student 
realizing she didn't know what when first arriving in Canada x x x x x X chance, 
to do with it. She began was to homestead on the Que~n " might expect when entering 
experimenting with the foods Charlotte Islands. They had Knox United Church School x x x x x, grade eight. The usefulness of 
and making up her own recipes, heard a lot about these islands will sponsor a tea and bake sale Involved Teens (IT) of Knox TV equipment in schools was 
Over the past three years she bu~. not until they arrived did Saturday, May 15, For United Church 'will show the explained by Dave Sage. 
has complied recipes for a they find that the climate was information phone Agnes film "The Invention of the Thornhill Home and School 
subsistence ookbock but these not conducive to homesteadng. Walker, 635-6434. Adolescent" on May 16th at7:30 Assn. vice-president Dave 
Simons chaired the meeting, were destroyed in the fire. Instead of working just for xxxxxx  p.m. A discussion period will 
which included a review of the Five months before coming to-[ money they decided • to do Reverend Dov Lewis of Knox follow the film: 
Canada the couple left the City , somet: ing they enjoyed. Hence United Church will atlend the xxxxx  teacher-aideprogram. Parents 
to live in the New Hampshire ~ the health food store. 1971 B.C. United Church ! assist teachers at Thornhill 
countryside. Eating only [ ttoward and Pegeen believe Conference from May 13 to19 in If you are interested in = Pr imary.  School on M onda. y, 
wholesome natural foods and ~'L !n" wh/lt:tneyaredoing" " . . . . . . . .  " I f  tttere ~ Naramata. ~., ~.,,,,.,, ,,,L helpi.ng the mental!y-retarded,-~.~weonesaay and ~'rmay 
making 03eir own 9g rt and. [:~'~,s *"'~;oi'h~thin ' ~else. :a:s .... ; " X.'<~xx . . . . . . . .  . ~"taking' a li~nel~"*"b6y fi~hlii~; :',mornings..* . , . , . ,~ . .9  :,..,-._:,,L, .... : . . . . . . .  [~ .. . . . .  ,,.~ .. , ,..~: . : . , . , . . . . .  : . . . . .  ~ ~ .... ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,~ ~ .. ~.,~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
cheese the couvle found they ~ Irnportan( '(o'us,' for a good t . ~ . .. ' .. 1. teachm~ahttlegai"Ihow,toskn~,-~ ............ . , , - . . ,~ :,,.- 
could l'ive Well by 'snendin~, no "f f -e( . t  im ol living we'd be ' A " two-nay ~enzenn.xai"l'mowing a' la'~,h for hneldeP]~ "' • ' ~" 
more than four dollars ~ " a 'week.° donng" nl," Pegeen' said and " (:."arn'val' s p~anneo mr lv~ay. /~ cztnzen, . . . .  or '.giving a young ': • ' " '~p  1 ¢ ~  
for food " addedthat her husband looks on ~ H[n and 15th oy l~i[imat mother a rest from her " 
To get away'from the politieal the store more as a commumlv ~ - -  ' [ ~ . . . . . . . . .  I 
ted States the ser~nce than a commercial system in theUni " y . " , ,  • ,.." ~ m ~  . . . . . .  _ '1 
decided to come to Canada. outlet. • i 
iiil 
, * ~.~.~, 
Fast  take  out  Exot i c  mea ls ,  :'+ . L- ~:: 
Canad ian  & Chinese Foods  
Open Mon.  th ru  Sat .  10 am.  to  ! am.. !i~',:; 
_ :~ Sunday 11 am. to 10 pm. ~:' :~ 
• 4 ,2 Lazelle 635 6111 
TILLICUM DRIVE-IN , 
• starts at dusk. Phone 635-5310 2900 Braun Show 
MAY 14, 15, 16th FR IDAY,  SATURDAY,  & SUNDAY .~ . 
: ONLY WHEN i LARF : 
Star r ing  Dav id  Hemmings  i .~  :! 
: ASSASSINATION BUREAU :: i 
• Star r ing  O l iver  Reed and  D iana  R iggs  i~ii 
ros  eetors  "° = , 
; H| fllf,, N FbOI)r 
('om'lesv - NORTIIEIgN B.C. . e 
' '  F£GtZII,,+.NttWARD lIWJg 
. . . .  . - . IIIIIlOUIlcEIllEIlT • , ,+o  omo pr .o+ ov ,,,,,, ,oo, "o Z6OS U IZ ,  t tU  ? l lUe |  tests which can he applied to ~iountain.East of Terrace. ' various mineral which are not Ci)urtcsv - Northern (BC) JP' ~{~ ~ ~JlP~J~WJlP commonh, km)wn and seldom Chamher'of Mines prinlccl. "i'hcy are very helpful I - - I in determining idenltity. [ 
Minerals. Feldspar- Probably l the most abundant group of 
minerals are the feldspars, " BV  T H E  D E P A R T m E I I T  OF  granil ic rocks; named and 
classified by the type o,' ~ Tillicum Theatre feld par containedin them. J 
'l'herc are many types of ~' 4720 Lakelse Phone 635-2040 j REHABILITATIOn &SOCIAL ImPROVEmEHT feldspar, each of different 
chemical make-up, though they • 
all contain alumina and silica, I~  MAY 9,10,11th SHOWTIMES d and are therefore known as 
aluminimsilJeates'c°ntaining l 'BONA SERA, • 
various other chemical. ~k~ 7 & ~: is P.M. ~ TO further ease the burden on permanently dis- ~: ~ 
subs~nces. ~ ~ ' abled persons, the Government of E~ritish Colum- 
The feldspars are divided into [L S CAMPBELL bia has authorized an additional allowance of up iiii"!; two main groups those k MR,  
containing Potassium. and " " " :tO $30:00 per month, based on need, to per- 
those containing 'Sodium - Starr ing Gina Lol lobr ig ida.  Shelley Winters 4 ~: ':="~ 
calcium. ' !  .Ph i l  Si lvers, Peter Lawford. . " " * ' "  manentlyand severely physicallyand/or mentally .~ ,! ~ 
(Potassium, . ' disabled persons, under the Federal Disabled U r "  ~'  ~m~" :~ . ~ ' : j: 
-Crystal  faces are at right MAY 12 SHOWTIMES I persons Act, effective May 1st, 1971, prov ided  . ~ L~, ~ " ' '  ~ ~ : ~.' d ~ h~;~ :"*~' 
angles, toeach other; Contains ~ ' ~ i ' i :  the total monthly payment:":" r 
Potassium (chemical symbol, i -- 7 & 9:15 P.M.  . i 
K,;Oftencal ledK-Feldspar. ; '  I " r  HOOK L iNE  & S INKER '~  F ~  does notexceed,135.00. ,, ... ,:~,,: Color- .pure fresh minera] is ml~ 
colorless'(rare) Commonly pink Eligibility will be on th - - :  :i~:~ -  ,~; :~,: ' !  
in color.; Streak-white; lustre- r "  ~ < basis ofneed as determined': ,,,,:+ ...... ,+ ,' ...... v i t reous , ( l i ke  unglazed : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
parcelain);hardness~6(willn0t r S tar r ing , Je r ry  Lewis I by the Medical Allowance ~ ,~ :,;:i::);:iiii:i; 
commonSerateh glaSS,glass.barely)bUt will; scratchlight Is ~ ~ Committee. :" " d " . . . .  P '::': . . . . .  ::~" ~:'L '~'~ ''~' " '
reflected from the whole LuP ~ Forfurtherinformationam; ;.~,+:~+;;~?.~::: 'surface of a cleavage plain,; a . . . -  ..~ ...... -~ , .  ~ ,. 
granite rock such as a 'pink IP~-"°*Q '*4 '~ 'g '  o ,4 ,q .o .~M=,~.~,~, .4~,***  ply to  your  loca l  RehabiiitaL~:i::!•/;i~;ii:~!/;i~,;;!; 
granite' c"n be detected from r . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  ~ l  . . . . .  :' ": tion and Social Irnprovemer 
the air by the use of radiation. ON, STAGE ,MAY 13 ONE SHOW 8 P .M.  Office. 
m'easuringequipment, thoughelectr°niCthe bedrock ~ '  . : .  -....-~ ... . . . .  I t~AY 14 7 &.? :30 P.M. ' ; i-ill '::!,i~:il i 
, :~  ,~ • • . . .a helpin I handi overburden. (soil) It-iS known .,.i.~. . . . . . ,  
that the presence of 'POtassium ff ,., * :' ' :  ' i i 
contain feldspar .is' a. p~itlve " : ' " . ,  ' ~ ,, - . . . . .  : 
diseove~ ef copier; of  'other .•. ADVANCE:  ~';" ' T'•' "'" CK~" ;"". SALES'~",~.,:, : L -':'_ ' • " 'T":;' ! : ' ..... :• i l  "ii:i; "~ " '  . . . .  :';'" '':: ~);I'~I'I ;";":'~!~";'" :~:";;";~:'q•~';'; 
glass-maklng~ and¢e,rhmles2 ' : ~F.' ~ =] "" .~  . : : : '  : . . . .  .~ .  -- , . 1 . q,.~.:, r''a4' ¢ ' ::'a~''P~*:'$'~ ": :' :' r 
largebe founde'~slal~ of!.[~ldsl~, m a Y i n  pregmallteb0dles ? Box •OFFI':(~'E ADMiSS i  ' . .... ~ :~~"~'~DEi~ R'Ti~ NffS0ClAL!ii. • , ':'":;:' : :'~ 
(essentially a '  granitic -.:rock ~N:':,z.OO ;)"; /"  ~,)X:"GAGi.'~F "~:*~" ....... '..... 
w hleh has :eryetalized, olowly '!!! 
allowing, crystals '.to grow . .. :.~ L~N~'~, H H[~KII~ISoN;.'DEPI TY MINISTER).' .~.."':..~:. i: .'~.' 
. unimpeded) Locally;! there is'a " :  '" i • ~m'~'~' . :  i::. -:/ 
Wedtlarge ~pegmaltie'Green RIver'b°dY+near°n prthe ' ".. :., . .,' : . . . .  ( ' .  .! . " :": 
.RUpe.rt,.gnother.measurlng 860 . . " ' ......... 
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Fifth for 
Terrace 
five 
A f ive -member  
Terrace bowling team took fifth 
place in the Provincial 
Ma i lograph  Bowl ing  
Tournament. 
The tournament which was 
rolled off in the teams alley with 
the results being sent to 
Vancouver for tabulation, saw a 
boys team comprising Kerry 
Ruchotzke, David Hill, Walter 
Degerness, Kelly Blackman 
and Greg Paulson, bowl a 1,926 
score for the fifth place finish. 
Barney's Bowl team was beat 
out for top spot by a Victoria 
team and three lower mainland 
teams but their hold on fifth 
spot was solid as their nearest 
rival, a SalmonArm squad was 
almost one hundred points 
behind. 
The Terrace girls team didn't 
place in the top sixteen in the 
female division. 
The team of Debbie and 
Sherry Dahl, Kim Gallant, Kim 
Davy and Dianne Wilson, failed 
to enter the top ranks which 
mainly comprised Lower 
Mainland bowlers. 
BCFP 
out-bid 
' I  i ' ~ 
The fifth rated ,let League howling team in B£ .T Ie  five 
Terraee yonngsters bowled the fifth place finish in recent 
province wide eompetition.The howlers from left to right are I 
year old Dennis Hill, Walter Degerness age 9, Kelly Backman 9
~ 
years old, Kerry Ruchotzke also 9 and 8 year old Grog  
Paulson.The crests the boys are displaying indicate the various 
honors they have won during the bowling season. A group of 
B.C. Forest Products Ltd 
announced last week it has 
strengthened its wood supply 
position by purchasing most of 
the operations of Cattermole 
Trethewey group of companies. 
The announcement by Wan A. 
Barclay, BCFP president, did 
not give any price, although 
estimates inthe $12 million -$15 
million range were made during 
the negotiations. 
At one point, both B.C. Forest 
and Weldwood Canada Ltd. 
were seeking to buy the 
operations. 
Involved in the purchase are a 
number of logging divisions, the 
Douglas Plywood plant on 
Annacis Island, the Nalos 
Lumber mill on False Creek 
and a planing mill at Clinton. 
The group has 750 employees. 
The logging operations are in 
government crown forests from 
Hari'ison Lake to •Queen 
Charlotte Island on the coast 
and in the Cariboo between 
Clinton and Williams Lake. 
The annual allowable cut in 
the coastal area purchased is 
2.6 million cubic feet while in 
the interior zone, the cut is 
550,000 cubic feet. 
Barclay's announcement said 
the purchase did not include 
Cattermole-Trethewey's 
construction operations, nor 
Cattermole Timber Ltd's 
interests near Hope and in 
Finlay Forest Industries at 
Mackenzie. 
Cattermole Timber is in 
partnership with Jujo Paper 
Manufacturing Co. and 
Sumitomo Forest Co. Ltd., both 
of Tokyo, in Finlay Forest 
Industries. This company now 
operates a30-million-beard-foot 
sawmill and a 160-ton-per-day 
refiner groundwood mill. 
B.C. Forest now operates four 
major logging divisions, five 
sawmills, a plywood and veneer 
plant, a pulp and newsprint and 
a shake and shingle mill in 
addition to a towing subsidiary 
and a deep sea dock. 
A $95 million expansion at 
Mackenzie will bring into 
production a kraft pulp mill by 
mid-1972. A sawmill that has 
been in operation since 1966 is 
being expended. 
Pupils to learn how 
and why of census 
Ottawa- Nearly one million 
elementary and secondary 
school students will have an 
opportunity this year to learn 
about he Census of Canada, its 
history, its purpose and the 
usefulness of the information it 
produces. 
Dr. Miles Wisenthal, Director 
of the Dominion Bureau of 
Statistics Education Division, 
announced today that 
arrangements had been 
completed through provincial 
authorities with 60 beards of 
education in 21 metropolitan 
areas across Canada to 
participate ina Student Census 
Project in their classrooms 
during the last two weeks of 
May, just before Census Day, 
June 1. 
The project will involve 
students from Grade Six to the 
final year of secondary 
education i  some 4,500 •public 
and separate schools. 
Officials of the Education 
Division have visited school 
boards in all the municipalities 
concerned to obtain their 
acceptance of the project and to 
explain it in detail to school 
trustees and administrators. 
The project will be conducted 
in the following cities and their 
metropolitan reas, all of which 
have a population of 100,000 or 
more: Vancouver and Victoria, 
B.C.; Calgary and Edmonton, 
Alta.; Regina and Saskatoon, 
Sask.; Winnipeg, Man.; 
Hamilton, Kitchener, London, 
Ottawa, Sudbury, Toronto and 
Windsor, Ont.; Laval, Montreal 
and Quebec City, Que.; Saint 
John, N.B.; Dartmough and 
Halifax, N.S. and SL John's 
Nfld. 
Students in participating 
schools will receive from their 
teachers instruction on the 
census itself, information on the 
~istory of census-taking, how- 
and "why census are taken, 
mw census information is 
processed, how confidentiality 
m preserved, the purpose of 
Build your own home 
The Weslwood system of building has enabled hundreds of 
B.C. families to build their own homes. Wall units, roof 
trusses, partitions, gable ends come factory pro-assembled. 
Much of the hard work has been done for you. You can build 
yourself, or have your home built to any stage of completion, 
finishing it yourself. Over 40 plans In choose from. Get the 
lacts. 
BERT ARBOUR 
Phone 635-5847, or 635.6496, 
Teri:a~e, B.C. 
"sampling", and the uses made 
of census information by 
governments, business and 
other local and national 
organizations. Following the 
lesson on census, students 
will complete a Student Census 
Questionnaire, designed for 
classroom use. 
"The project was developed 
• primarily because the census is 
being taken by a newmethedthis 
year," explained Mr. W.D. 
Porter, Director of the Census 
Division of DBS. "For the first 
time in 100 years of census- 
taking, heads of households are 
being asked to complete the 
questionnaires themselves, thus 
becoming, in fact, their own 
census takers. 
"As a result of taking part in 
this project-which, unlike the 
1971 Census itself, is voluntary- 
students will be able to discuss 
this new technique with their 
parents, and perhaps even help 
them complete the official 
population census forms when 
they are delivered. At the same 
time, the project offers a useful 
opportunity to discuss in the 
classroom the basic purpose of 
a census and its value to the 
country as a whole." 
The student questionnaire is 
similar in'format to those used 
YOU CAN "DIG BIG" with a Koch- 
ring 466 Hydraulic Hoe because the 
466 is big on production and avail- 
ability,: With l Ya .cu.yd. heaped capac- 
ity, 36 ft. maximum dig reach, and 
22 ft. 9 in. dig depth, the 466 gets 
in the 1971 Census of Population 
and Housing. It contains only 14 
questions, six of which have 
been selected as being of 
particular interest to students, 
teachers and education 
authorities. 
Questions that are the same 
as those of the official census 
form relate to date of birth, 
mother tongue, sex, place of 
birth, place of parents' birth, 
and ability to speak English 
and-or French. The other eight 
are as follows: 
In total, how many brothers 
and sisters do" you have? 
Indicate the grade in which you 
are cu.rrenfiyenrolled. Where 
did you attend school on June 1, 
19707 During the school year, 
how many hours of television do 
you watch per week? During the 
school year, how many books do 
you usually read per month? 
What sections of a newspaper 
do you most frequently read? 
Have you wor~ed part-time for 
pay outside of your home 
during the present school year? 
If "~es" when? What is your 
most important single reason 
for attending school? 
When the questionnaires have 
been completed, each class will 
total its replies on a tally sheet, 
two copies of which will he 
provided. One copy will be 
returned to the school principal, 
to be mailed to the Education 
Division, and the other will be 
kept by.the teacher for further 
class study and analysis, if 
desired. 
Data from the tally sheets will 
be eomputer-prooessed at DBS 
in Ottawa and the resulting 
tabulations will be published for 
distribution to schools, school 
boards, and provincial 
educat ion  depar tments  
participating in the project. The 
tables will show statistical 
totals by school grade, for 
individual schools, for all 
schools under the jurisdiction of
a single school board, by 
metropolitan rea, by province, 
and nationally. 
By retaining the second copy 
of the tally sheet, each teacher 
will be able to compare the 
characteristics of his or her 
class with others of the same 
grade in the school itself, other 
schools under the same 
jurisdiction, all participating 
schools in the province, or 
across Canada. 
Men don't marry girls on $50 a 
week-any more - she's got to be 
earning a lot more. 
travel system on the market! Other 
production and availability features of 
the 466 include: metered air controls; 
heavy-duty self cleaning crawler sys- 
tem; big ball-bearing sw i n g circle; 
fully sealed, fully fllterc~l hydraulics; 
your job done at a profit. ,One profit- 
making featurc'isKoehrings advanced rugged, all-welded carbody. Support 
all this with Finning's Unmatched parts hydrau l i c  system.  Four separate 
pumps - -  one for swing, one for and  repair services in your area and 
traction, and two for the attachment you have some of the. reasons why.. 
operate rindepondently. You get. you "dig big" with the Koehring 466 
full power at all times for tough Hydraulic Hoe, Your Finning sales 
digging and fast cycling; profit from representative can give you lots morel 
the most-efficient hydraulic swing and FINNING, your KOEHRING Dealer. i! 4621 Ke i th  Road,  Ter race  
- 635-7144 - , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - .."~.i: : . . . :  :.'.~? : : . .  
On Course :1 lv[utua] 
BETTE MAHONEY - " ,  ~. ~ . - .~ .~ ' 
A good turnout was repoRed exn~rtence " m ~ ~` : k: . "~ L" ~ ~ ~ ~L  ~ 
at the general meeting held on ~/"unlor members lnteres~'ln"l  ~: ~- i 
• . . . . . . . .  r a re  urged to attend a I 
.preainent DICK l-larrls, men n~ Wednesday Mn,~ ~9~h ~ ' 
Ladies' Day tee-off time has ~ r ing . ,  , ,^ .~,,:.:.%,:::;., I TORONTO (CP) , Assets 
. . -. . . . .  - e.- , .  =, -,~ ov,,-ts ~, ,¢~ ' Canadian nluh,a 1 oeen set zor s :3o  a .m.  Clubfiouse" " . . - ,  , funds ro 
Wednesday,. May 12th and "" nine perce_nt.dcr!n ~ the fir 
three months of this year, t] will be a weekly event. 
Pat Judd, membership 
chairman,• reports a sharp 
increase in green fee 
membe/'ships. " "" 
We especially wish to 
encourage new lady golfers to 
come out on Wednesday 
mornings. They will be 
accompanied by members to 
assist in their initiation to the 
game. In the past this has 
• proven to be a friendly, fun 
The next general meeting will 
be held Wednesday, June 7, at 8 
p.m. at the Clubhouse. 
CENTENNIAL  MEMO 
First settlers in the 
Windermere area arrived in the 
early 1880's after the Wild Horse 
Gold Rush. It was named after a 
lake in the lake district in 
Cumberland, England. 
Canadian Mutual Funds 
Association says. 
Total assets at March 31 were 
$2,586 million - up from $2,372 
million atDee. 31 last year. The 
association said 54 percent or 
$1,385 million of the funds' 
assets were  invested in 
Canadian securities, while 41 
percent or $1,072 million were 
invested in" foreign securities. 
, . . . .  j 
THURS, 8 P.M, Fill. ? PnM,-9:46 PuM, i 3 | 
Tillioum Theatre Tickets Now 
. . . . . . . . . .  :A tBox  Of f i ce  
One of the 
qr , . -am. -Nr  
best options you get 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
wlen buying a car 
Get it from us 
Total Cost of Loan* 
Amount Borrowed Terms of Repayment Monthly Payments (including Life Insurance) 
l l t~ l~ l~ 27  rnqo~ ~e~l : )  2115.25  
77.40  311g.28  
2LSO0.  8Q.10  439 .69  
Other plans available tO fit your needs 
• ' *Cost of loan expressed as an annual interest rate is 11:8% per annum. 
TORONTO "DO M i N iON 
' the bank where peoplemake the difference- •i ; 
. . . . . . . . .  . i  
MONDAY, MAY 10, 197L 
Terrace; B.C. ' ' 
P.O. Box 399 
Phone 635.6357 
National Adverllstng - 
~rmstrong-.Dagg • . 
Representatives Ltd. * 
Western Reglonal Newspapers 
207 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Member of: .- 
B.C. Dlvislon of the - 
Canadian Weekly Ne'vspapers 
association 
and 
Audit Bureau of Circulation 
Clesslfied Rates . ' ~ 
Five cents a word (minimum ~ 
words) -.25 cents off for cash. 
Display classified Sl.25 an inch. I 
Memoriam, minimum. 
Subscription Rates 
Single Copy 15 cents 
Yearly ,Jy mail St0 in Centda 
$12 outside Canada 
Authorized as second class m~il ; 
the Post Office Dept., Otta,,,~ 
for ~)ayment Of r,~en =. Ir . o 
1.  Coming Evenls 
~ERRA~EHE'RALD " 14 - Business Personal 
4613 LazelleAve, - 
AUCTION SALE - 
SUNDAY MAY 9 
2P.M. 
Fvrniture, tools bicycles, new and 
old merchandise. Also bring in your 
goods to sell• 
L&W 
L.W. Seer.s Au~:tion 
HWY. 16 East 
2 miles from bridge 
Phone 635.2414 (P.36) 
8- Card of Thanks 
~. SAV.MORE BUILDERSCENTRE J 
LTD. " I 
/ 4827 KelthAve., Terrace I 
• Phofie 635.7224 J 
for , I 
Building Materiels - i 
Mtllwork ,- I 
Of~efting, estimatlng, blueprlnting 
and 
• - NOR~PINE HOMES, . 
The pr¢~fab home built in Terrace 
" ., - (CTF). " ,' . 
I I  . . I  
.. -. : RO0"FING -• " - 
" 1 1 .I N 0 JOb  ~ U ; g " 
No Job toosrnell 
• • See your rg0flngspeci~llst 
" STEVE PARZENTNY " 
ROOFING CO. LTD. 
General Roofing Utonded) '
Phone.night or day ~35-2~24, 
.(CTF) . . • 
• SAVEOH SAI/ITOHE BULK 
: DRY CLEAMING 
6 ibs. for 1kl.00 
6¢ per add!tion~l lb. 
Bulk, d ry  cleaning does not 
include sleeping bags, q~Jilts, 
• or Imitation fur coats, 
or imitation fur lined coats. 
. Repairsandalterations 
by Qualified Taylo~ 
TERRACE DRY CLEANING 
4844.Lakelse Ave. ' 
" • - 635,5626 ((:.38-3) 
PeR RENT 
T.V. SetS, guitars, amplifiers, #.A 
i .Systems, saxophones, trombone: 
trumpets,, -o:onets, flutes, movie 
projec'tors', sllde prolectors', sci'een.~, 
I clarinets, etc; p, sk'about our Rent.~l 
~ Purchase Plan, 
Terrace Photo Soppll L.td. 
4645 Lak"'so Ave. BURTON . I wish to thank all my 
relatives;, friends and neighbors for AMES EXCAVATING 
their kind messages of sympathy; 
lheir memorial gifts and beautiful ; Gravel driveways, levelling, 
landscaping, rotovattng, gardens 
floral offorings in the loss of my dear and yards also tractor mounted 
husband, Ray BurtOn. 
I extend special thanks to Dr. D.-,  cement mixer, Phone635.5074 (P.42) 
Patterson, Dr. G. McGhee and 
nurses in Intensive C~re of Mill's For ~four Radio an(t T.V. Repairs 
Memm'iai Hospital, Masonic, I Phone 63S.3630 across from the 
Kitselas Lodge, No. 123. Omineco Legion. 
Builders Ltd. and Rev. Peter 
Horsfield and Mackay  Funeral 
Home. 
Mrs. Ray Burton 
(P.37i 
THE TERRACE LION LADIES 
would like te" thank the followin% 
merchants and p~ople for their help 
and donations with our Fa~,hion 
Show Tea and Bake Sale which was 
a ri,Jge success. 
AIs Shoes~ Mantel.s F lor ist ; -  
Gordon & ~Andersons: Ben's 
Childcens Wear: Gino & Anions I
Coiffures; Lakesle Hotel; Dons. 
• Mens Wear; TerraCe Interiors; 
~Joe'S Printers: Roses grass Shop; 
S0per Valu. .~' ' ,  ~"~; 
Our very personal thanks to,- MRS-. • 
• MacKuy, Bill Young, Edna C00per,, 
Lion's Winter Carnival Queen; Keith 
Tutt, Bill Gallant, Centennial Sue &'  
Century Sam~, Gordon Leighton, 
Percy Moor,house of Blue Ribbon 
Bakery for 1he lovely decorated 
cake Lorraine McLarty CFTK 
The proceeds to the Arena Assoc. 
(C.37) 
13- Personal 
Are you sickand tired of being sick 
and tired? Let Alcoholic Anonymous 
help you. 
• Meetings r 
Alanons meet every Wed., 8 P.M. 
• Skeena ValleyGroupevery Thurs., 9 
P.M. 
Terrace Family Group every Sat., 9 
P.M. 
Breaktast Meeting every Sunday11 
A.M. 
All meetings held in the old Library 
Building at Kalum and Lakelse Ave. 
For informetion~ write Box 564 
Terrace, B.C. or Phone 63S.2830 or 
63S.3448. 
There is no smoke with out 
Ecological Smut. (P.42) 
14- Business Personal 
For tilling, post hole. digging, lot 
clearing, backfilling, etc. Phone 635 
6782 (P-36) 1 " I" 
i 
CANADA SUEDE ol Chllliwack, 
leather cleaning specialists. New 
discount service. Jackets, costs 
$9.95. Skirts, vesls SS.9S. Plus 
shipping. Send pest or bus.. Back 
two weeks. 
Canads Suede & Leather Cleaners & 
Conditioners, 9 Mary .;5treet, 
ChlllLwack, B.C. (P.37) 
TONY'5 MOBILE HOME 
SI~RVICE & REPAIRS 
For Complete Installation & 
SerVice 
Blocking & HoOk.up all Services 
Skirting & Porches & 
Dismanteling . CT F ) 
PhOne':635-7549 Terrace, B.C.', .: 
'WATER & VOUR: 
0 " 0 J 0 E :  "~ . I 
( f )  cgm~l i t ive  footage pri(:e 
on 4," & 6"  wells, o r  (2) Lump 
sum conlract - so  much water 
fo r  so.. much money • 
Contractor takes all-the risk. 
Drill/n~i n this areas!ace 1966. 
Ask for the ila me of a Satisfied 
customer near  -yOU. Orders 
must~be placed'4 Io 6 weeks'.in 
advance; ' ";: . . . . . . .  ~' 
:lil=rdea ~ Drlll!~|: :' 
P.O; ~0~, ' Te'rrace,: 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
(a divio;on of Fred's Refrigeratio.~) 
(CTF) 
Divorce $49.00 - Write Self divorce 
simplified 419 1298 .W. 10 Vancouver 
9, B.C.Tel 738.1731. (P.3S} 
" ' "APPLIAN~:EREPAII~S- . 
For  ~;ervice to refrigerators, 
~freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. 
Call Bill Webb at 635.2188. [CTF) 
Tree Pruning 
Lawns Constructed 
& Maintained 
Landscaping 
;Phone 635-:3~1S 
We Hire Logging Equipment" . 
• Loaders, Towers, Catsand Skidders, 
L etc." For further informatl0n: please 
• 'write P.O. Box 321, Telkwa, B.C (C- 
37) 
• PICTURE FRAMES 
framing of paintings, pictures 
photos, certificates; needlepoint etc. 
Ready to hang. 50 fra~ne styles to 
choose from. 635-21gs. [CTF) 
ALLA~N J McCaLL 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
~ ,1~,16 Lokelse Ave. 
Phone 635.7282 
- Res. 635.2662 
T_errace, e~C_;. . 
• BUSIN ESS OPPORTUNITY 
"Spring is here end we have 
operdngs for full or part - t ime 
Rawleigh Dealers around Terrace. 
Start on our Capital. Be your own 
boss. Write Rawlelgh's, Dept: E•177. 
22, 589 Henry Ave., Winnipeg 2, 
Man." 
(C.50) 
[---1 
BAKER'5 KALUM SERVICE 
$412 HWy. 16 W. Terrace 
Ph, 635-2882 
Buy $3.00 or moregas and get fr . 
dr~w ticket of 560.00 watch. Draw 
July I, 1971 (CT-50) ' 
I 
FRANK'S  TELEVIS ION | 
AND ELECTRbNIC  J 
SERVIC ING " J 
Phone 635.3/IS 10:00 a ,m. .  10 | 
;),m. • | 
CARPET SPECIAL J 
100 percent Nylon seven (7) I 
colors, installed wall.to.wall forJ 
$3.45 sq. yd; Reg. $11.9'5 No l  
extras. • Price Includes tax , J  
installation and occessorys. ,Celil 
Carpetcraft 635.3455 or 635-68421 
Day or Nig~,t (CTF) .. 
• : W!ATER WELLS 
" Call your  locally owned 
• , ~! : , ;  
• ' i .  compa.ny / "  "",." 
- to serve, you betler.  
". All, work guarad!eed. 
:', ,CL [ARWAIER 
" r ~ DRILLING• LTD. 
19- Help Wanted .Ma le  
& Female 
Wanted • Experienced middle aged 
couple to manage and Ilve in Apt. 
complex• Must here good reference 
from previous employer. Applicants • 
must have good character, non 
drinkers and man should Ue a 
handyman. Applicants must beable 
fo be bonded and maintain books 
Salary $350 per month,;repalr work 
paid extra. Reply In own 
handwrit ing to, P.O. Box 114, 
Terrace, B.C. (P.43-3) 
18- Help Wanted- Male 
VENDING tSGOOD BUSINESS! 
• EXCELLENT SPAR E TIME 
INCOME 
()lJr,•Company is expanding and 
required full or part time 
distributors to service New Type 
h~gh quality vending machines in 
your area, . . Routes will be 
established. No selling. 
Oualiflcations required: honesty, 
sincerity a good car, references, 
able to spend six to ten hours 
weekly, cash Investment of $1,000. 
$8,000, . Investment secured. 
Reply giving your phone number, 
references and qualifications to: 
B.V. Distributors Limlted 
Dept. "A"  
.1161 Tecumseh Road East 
WINDSOR,20, Ontario (P-37) 
• McGillis and Gibbs - Experienced 
shlngle sawyer required. Phone 63S- 
2277 (C.40:3) 
20--:Help Wanted 
- Female 
Clerk Typist required. Basic 
requirements . typing 60 w.p.m. 
Knowledge of Burroughs F 1300 
Accounting machine an asset. At 
least 2 to 3 years general office 
experience. Salary according to 
Canadian Union of Public 
Employees Agreement. 
Applications will be received up  to 
Wednesday,• May 12, 1971 by The 
Treasurer, District of Terrace, 321S 
Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. (C-37-3) 
Required Immediately by Hayes 
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., 
Experienced accounting clerk. 
Duties include typing, some 
bookeeplng, and general office. 
Must have pleasant personality. Ph. 
Mr. A. de.Boer - 635.637S (P-37) 
Need Day;core "in home Ioetween 
12:30 and'5:00 weekdays. School 
aged children. Tuck Ave. area. 
Phone 635-.2075 p.38) , 
WE HAVE A CAREER 
OPENING FOR A MATUJ~E 
LAD~Y )35 to aS) INTERESTED 
IN OP~ERATING A PRF-.,STIGE 
BUSINESS OF HER ';OWN 
WITHOUT INV ESTMEiqT  
OTH-ER THAN HER OWN TIME. 
NO DIRECT SELLING. 
The lady we seek has 
organlzaflonal ability, the use of a 
car, and the capacity for creating 
good public relations for her 
community on a year.round basis, 
es well as good renumeraflve 
results for herself. Write 
Advertiser Box 674, Terrace 
Omineca Herald, Terrace, B.C. 
for full details. 
24 - Situations Wtd.. Male 
Available for bogLe, ping accounting 
and all office routine by day, week or 
month. Telephone 735.7331 after 5 
o.m. (P-37) 
28 - Furniture for sale 
I Fred's Furniture . Clear.out 
Specials 
4 only 25" Color Televisions were 
S898 now'$S57 with trade in. 
3 only 19" portable color 
televisions clearing at $427 with 
trade. 
2 only stereos clearing at 5277 & 
S397 
3 only dishwashers 8297 and up 
5elf cleaning Westinghouse 
electric ranges $39"/ each with 
I trade. 
Refrigerators reduce0 to sell. 
Portable Westinghouse Black and 
White televisions clearing at $177. 
S piece chrome sets clearing at 
$67 each set. &7 piece dinette sets 
clearing at $87 each. 
Bedroom sui!es clearing at 8127 
and up. 
3 piece setees clearing at $37 each 
set. 
Sectional chesterfields clearing at 
$397 and up. 
BUtter and hutch clearing at $147 
Queen .size matt,as and box 
springs clearing at $197 set. 
Hostess chairs $24 each or two for 
$40.• ' 
L iv ing room table lamps S9.97 
each . . . . .  
Unpainted iurnlture reduced to 
clear. 
USED FURNITURE 
1 on!v dresser with mirror $67. 
Black:  and Wh te console 
televisions reconditioned $47 and 
S87., . 
1 :'0nly~ used refrigo~:ator A.1 
c°ndit i°n.597' , t " '  
1 only-':slightly marked ~ new 23 
cubic fdot freezer reduced to cleal" 
at $317; 
Ornomental telephono tables 'to 
clear at $12.97 
Many more specials at: Freds 
F0rnlture~ ,4434, Lakelse Ave ,  
Phone 635.3~10or Freds Furniture 
222 City Center Ki l lmat .Phone 
I Hwy, 16 East " :Terrace•; B:C; ' .e 
•J • O :" .~ . FG~nishingS new.and complete for.:. Phone: 635~6106.: . .. an apartrn•ent. May be seen at Doc 's  
E " "French :provlnclal St~tllng 3':'~e: 
: bedroom suite, book.case headboard 
""--'~"'-•"-I%u,a,,=,. re , iv  ' (box•spring'and mattress Included)~ 19 , .m' :  HeaP  ~doubte dresser :'with mi r ror .  '5,,  
,, ::;: ,~Fe~ii18ieL:-i • :.,:-:-;!:* ,:~:-;'-:"-" ), drawur" Ches!: S13S;:~lnur dinette': 
suite..(oPaL "shaped', tables,with 4 
matching ~ chalnl), $165,' Simmons 
Part': ,Time InS~ran'ce' ,,and' ~Fge: ~¢hestorlleld, (Hlde~ei-~ed) "8235 ~ 2- 
:Reoorter fo  hb,dfe i'eoorts •from I chairs'with Cover each $10.'~(O37) 
 
contract, • . . . . . . .  
For free estimates call 63S.30M 
TERRACE H~RM~,D; TERRACE, B.C, 
28. Furniture for Sale 
We buy used furniture at Foir.Valu 
Furniture. PhOne 635.6182 or 4644 
Lezelle Ave. (C-41.3) 
29 - Musical Instruments 
120 Bass Accordlan. will last as long 
as you can play. Infinite varlety 
sounds. Hardly used. Just like n~v; 
$1,100 value. Sacrifice at 5650. Cash': 
offers'welcome. Phone 635.6449 to:if' 
view: (P.38) " ' !' 
]2 -  Bicyles, Mot0rcyles:,i 
630 B~;A Lightning Motorcycle $67S* 
or nearest offer. Phone 635.7840~ 
after 6 P.m. (P-38) '.: ~ 
1 33- For Sale - Misc. ~ ,  
For a. beautiful addition to" you~:J 
home Uplands Nursery ha~ 
flowet'lng trees and shrub~: I
ornamentals, f ru l t  trees ano I 
evergreens. . Roses ano i 
rhodedendro, ls, These are from I 
hardy varieties, designed,, tc"J 
withstand our severe winters. "-J 
~: Corner of Hatllwelt Ave. and Ketun: 
LakeDr lve.  (CT-45-3) ~"'~, J 
Aluminum adjustable car rack. 2 
Single beds, hollywood units ~ i th .  
head boards. Phone 635.3081 (P-40 
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Hour or Contracl 
Reasonable 
PHON E 
635-3617 
ANYTIME 
1964 Ford Panel, Very good 
condition. Ideal for camper.,.8 Cubic 
ft. freezer. No. 6 .  g80 Muller, 635. 
7807 (P-37) 
For Sale: 75000 B.T.U. oli furnace. 
250 gal oiltank. Phone 5.798S. (CTF) 
Good seed or table potatoes. O0"ld 
coin or Norland $5 per 100 $3 per 50 
Ibs. Phone 63S.S074 (P-39) 
34 - For Rent - Misc .  
For Rent . Light industrlal land 2 
miles west nf town. Phone 635-7397 
(P-37) 
37; Pets 
For Sale. One registered :/~ Arabian 
2 yr. old.gelding• Phone 63S-6049 (P- 
37) 
38 ,Wanted-  Misc. " 
Wan tad:f0:buy~godd usedfufniture. 
COntact Freds" Furniture 63S.3630. 
(CTF) 
Wanted: 2 bedroom house for rent In 
country. Phone 635.6357 days and 
ask for Bill. (STF) 
Wanted to buy small boysbicycle 
about 16". Phone 635•5"/09 (P-37) 
Wanted - Would like to buy o 
complete girl guide uniform. Sizes 
Girls 14 Phone 635.5541 (P.38) 
For Sale • 1 . 14 ft. boat trailer. 
EaSily converted to 'snowmobile 
trailer. 635-2878 
Wanted to buy WOod or coal stove 
with grates in gOOd condition. Call 
Mrs. C. Sandberg collect at KItimat 
632.6414. (P.38) 
41 - Machinery for Sale 
CHECK THESEI 
'68 TREE FARMER SKIDDER 
Model C6BD, Serial No. 4766D GOOd 
GMC 3.53 engine. Tires • t8.4 x 34, 80 
percent Steelguard. Gearmatic 19 
winch. T98 transmission. In goOd 
appearance and excellent condition. 
PRINCE GEORGE 516,500 
"69 MELROE "BOBCAT" FRONT 
END LOADER, Modal M.600• Air 
cooled "Wisconsin" engine. 12 volt 
electrical system. Flotation tires, 
overhead guard and 60" buckel. 
Only 94 hours. As new, condltion. 
VANCOUVER $5,500 
Industrial grapple for above S260 
TREE FARMER, Model C7 DD In 
good mechanical condition• New 
pain t,•rubber (80 percent, lg.4 x 34 
Sleelguard. 
GRANDE PRAI RIE $15,000 
• TREE ' ,FARMER.  Model" C6CD 
Dlesel.encjln e; t'ebulliwllh 45 hours. 
.q, utometl, c' transmission. Good 75 
per~;ehl Nyl.on tires, size 23.1 x 26. 
P.Hce Includ~,sl~are tire and chi~ins. 
1 In good condition." 
*KAMLOOPS . . . .  518,S00 
ii ,-,~.,'..,'.~phone6~.234P "...~ ' 
". :: Vahcou'ver Pr. Georqe 
;~L Kemloops Campbell R r. 
For Sale - Sumner Standard Shingle 
Machine • complete with saws, 
packing "frames, harld gummer, 
swedge & s~aper; etc. $3,500. Phone 
.Hazelton 842-5304.(C~38) , . 
4!;' ;R0~n~s' fo r Rent 
: Room .f0r-~toung;worklng man with 
kitchen and living room facilities. 
kl.,o .basem(~nt kitchen and~ltvlng 
o( m. for.,2 men only..ClOse to town. 
Sh "535.4294." ($TF)  
i~'...~i'" ~ Flynn'Apts. : : 
Feral.shed, rooms ". and lure|shed 
ar I s .  Cooking facilities:available. 
'Phone 635.6~sg (CTF) 
~,  THORNHI I~L MOTEL 
/ ", ,,~& COFFEE SHOP 
~',': •' :Ho~.~ekeepln~ Un ts 
~' • ..-- Propalleboffle~rllllng 
::, ,' ' paCific66 Gaa,~nd Oii , 
' ; '~ ~ m "' ~r~' k HighwaYs 16 Best  (~TP', 
,: 'OAtlIWkY CUURT ,, One and-he/~ 
; bedroo~ ;' furnished ,.~ eultulk' - 
'ReasonGble i Summer.: and wlnt~" 
:dally,, weekly/, and :monthly ParDI, 
. ph0na: ,,~$405., (¢TF)  *,, • ' ' , -  
43- Rooms for Rent 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE • 
Comfortable • rooms in quiet 
residential area. 2812 Hall Street. 
Phone 635.2171. (CTF) . 
K EYSTON • cou  RT APTS. 
1,2,&3 bedroom de uxe suites, 4621 
Scott Ave. Terrace, Phone ~3,~.=,~ ' 
or 635.(~381. (CTF) 
44- Room•& Board 
r 
Room & Board,for 1 working man, 
Phone 635.2321. (CTF) 
47. Homes for Rent 
One bedroom furnished cabin- for 
rent. A t  968 Mountainvlew Blvd. 
Phone 632-7298 (C•42-3) • . . . . .  
One bedroom duplex fully furnished. 
Available July 1, ]9/1 toAugust 31, 
71. For more into. phone 5-TJ36,/(P- 
37) .. * " 1 " ' : . " 
Furnished Cabins weekly al~d 
monthly rates. Also suites for rent. 
~,dars Motel. I=hone 635-22~. [CTF- 
For Rent: "Unfurnished 3 bedroom 
townhouse apartment. Electric heat 
extra 'fridge end stove. Kalum • 
Gardens. Scott and Hanson. 635.5098. 
(CTF) 
For rent "in Remo• two bedroom 
dui~lex, wall 1o wall carpet and 
electric heat. Phone 635.5163 (P-37) 
48. Suites~for Rent 
For Rent • one bedroom furnished 
suite. Electric heat on pavement In 
Th'ornhill• Avall~,bie June I, 1971. 
Phone 635.69S0 after 6 p.m• (P-3g) 
49- Hornes tor Sale 
ENGINEERED HOMES 
Prefab Houses Available from 
Kadar Construction Lid• 
- Large Plan Sqlection 
- .High quality comoetltive price~ 
- Prefinished Kitchens 
- Oven and Range 
For full information Write P•O. Box 
120, Kitimat or phone 632•6312 - 632. 
69~• (CTF) • 
One bedroom house on I corner toll 
near shopping area. Quick sale. I 
Please phone 635.6182 or 63s.3g87 I 
~ftgr 6 o.m_ (CTPl . I 
For' Sale: 2 bedroomhouse on one 
acrelot. Self seryiced full ba,~e.ment. 
Double garage. For more into phone 
5.3041 (J;~-P) 
For Sale: Spacious3 bedroom home. 
on 1-3 acre. Eleclric heat . w•w 
rarpet throughout. 14,000 F.P. Try 
y.ou~.;down .peY~ents....Phone 635. 
7/73,.(P.~) . : ~" . ' ' "  
For sale - Older type of home on one 
acre of land in town, clOse to school, 
hospital end park. ideal for rental 
income, sUCh as rooming or 
boarding house. Home has 4 
bedrooms upstairs, and bath. Main 
floor hoe,large kitchen, living room 
with fireplace, one bedroom and 
bath..Basement has 2 bedrooms and 
livlngroom 'and kitchen combined, 
separate entrance• 
Attacried hOuse has living room~ 
kitchen, 2 bedrooms and bath. On 
property is cabin, garage and sheds. 
Lbrge garden area end fruit trees. 
Cash preferably, but terms can be 
arranged. Write Advertiser Box 665, 
Care of Terrace Herald, 4613 Lazelle 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. (STF) 
2600 sg. ft. for sale by owner. 
Executive type home. Less than two 
years old, wall to wall carpet 
throughout, 4 bedrooms, dining and 
Ilvtpg room, free standing fire place 
up and down in finished rec. room, 
oil rooms large end cheery, built.in 
. dishwasher and garburator; 
Breakfast nook, with separate 
.' laundry room on main floor. All this 
on view lot. In goOd area, close to 
town centre, phone 635.3,165 days or 
evenings. (P.38) 
For •Sale - 3 bedroom home with 
'carper, t, residential NO. 1, full 
basement, 1064 sq. ft. Owner neods 
cash desperately, Full price $21,000 
plus $11.60 per month on furnace. 
Home ~as to be seen Inside to be 
appreciated. Phone 635•3560 (CTP) 
For Sale: oneunflnished 3 bedroom. 
house in Thornhill on V= acre lot. 
~i $10000 down. $4,500full price• Phone 
~~k35~313S after 4 p.m. (P.37) . 
J 
51 ~- Business ,Locations 
'1~  For Rent ~ Office Space 2,000 sq. ft.. 
, A l l  divided rooms and w-w carpet. 
*Above the Bank of Nova'SCotia, 4619 
• Lakelse Ave;  Phone 635.'5194 or 635. 
7/$0 (CTF} . =: ..~ 
i~FOl'il-ent: space for small buslne,. 
'~';Phode 635.7985 (CTF) . • 
~: : "  ~ : ~ ~ :L* : 'MOTEL FO R SALE ..... J l 
~':/~; :.'• ,. WHAT OF.FER " ' I 
~[:•,~writ~Adver;tlser:Box 67~ ' I 
.~!~Terr~ee Herald; Terrace, B.C. i 
~;"(CTF) ~' . ",  . . . . .  | 
,~nuL  
',Newly Decorated Office 
:Birch'panelled walls, wall to wall 
~arl~et,, Electric.heaL Large Nor.th 
wlhdoWs. Approx, 900 squa re feet. on 
Lakelse .~ :Ave~ Apply ElLen 
Mercan!lle .~P haflei635.2552. (CTF-3) 
" Aili'ecfi~e Offices 30i0 Katum SL 
i~k~5-~312 or 3147. (CTF) " ' , ,  
~-- .~, -~-- - , - -  , - - "~ - - - . . . . - - - - . . - . - - - - - _  - -  
i'Foc'Sale'.-.Well established retail i 
I:bustness, Genuine reason for oaleJ 
Jotheribuslness nterests,: Contactl '. 
I Mr ; :  Magi;e,. 4616 Grel2 .Ave., I  
* :1 '  
br"2 bedroom ~h0uso or' 
i~ ' 635-ST/,'; -( P : .38) " 
:~ •*~,.~t; Tw0 or l~ree 
~Use ;'~J,; 'duplex~ call:; ~ 
t~slmpson .:Sears at 6,13... 
~635-$1~6 evenldga., ..'.-; 
55 - Property for Sale 
MUST SELL 
:/2 acre view lot, with "48 x 30 
basement and subfloor, in Terrace. 
$3,500 rash or easy terms, . Phoh~ 
635-55Z5, (CTF) ,; 
sale: 12 acres land on Bench, 
511000.00. Fur further information 
call 635.4248. (P.39) 
Land for Sale 
152 beaded acres on 1 mile Klsplox 
River frontage on main Kispiux 
road, Approx 1500 leased acres, 
house, hNo barns, corrals, some 
fencos. Approx; 100 acres In hay. 
Hydro and telephone.• New pressure 
system and newly dug well. Two live 
creeks end excellent spring. School 
bus:-Beautiful view. $40,000 cash. 
Write Box 41, New Hazelton. (C-38) 
Lot for Sale - in quiet Kenworth 
Road area off Queenswey. Lovely 
view lot approx. 150 x 125. Asking 
priceS3,300. For further into. phone 
635-3662 after 5 p.m. (P.39) 
lye acres with old style 8 room 
house; Has sewer and water hook• 
ups. Hot water  heating. Good 
condition. Present tl,ne income 5225. 
Asking $26,000 ,with $7-8 thousand 
downpayment. Property has 365" 
frontage. Can be seen at 2904 Hall 
street anytime during the day. All 
reasonable offers considered. (P-39) 
Fur Sale • two well situated, cleared 
lots on Krayer Rd. near Oly's Place. 
Lots 30 and 31. For more information 
phone 635-5112 (P.3B) 
57. Automobiles 
SALVAGE 
69 Pontiace Safari Wagon 
63 Rambler Classic 
69 Chevelle 
70 Ford a/4 ton pickup 
16 ft. fiberglass boat 
Enquire Skeena Adjusters Ltd, 4T42 
Lak~lse Ave. 635-22S$• (CT.F 
For Sale: 19S9 VF 190 International 
Tandum with box and hoist. 
Reasonably priced. Phone 635-5074. 
(P.37) 
For Sale: Bank Repo• 1968 Ford, 500 
Galaxl, 390 engine. 3100 miles, 2 dr. 
hardtop, auto, we can assist with 
financing. Phone 5•4028 after 7 pro. 
(C-37-3) 
For Sale: 1965 Rambler 
Ambassador stn. wagon. 9 sir. 
power steering, brakes. 36000 miles.. 
Phone 635-2568 after 5 pm. (P.40) 
For Sale: 196g DOdge Dart. 2 dr. halt• 
V.8 auto., severe body damage. 
Good drive train, will sell for highest 
hid. Phone S.6391 days. (C-39.3) 
.,For ..Sale:.. Must-,sell 1964,; Ford 
Galaxle 500, 2 dr. hardtop, 390 
motor, standard floor shi ft  .e  
transmission. Semi slicks, radio two 
extra studded winter tires. New 
black vinyl roof and nice paint• Runs 
nice. $700.00 phone 5.4000 after 6 pm. 
(P-36) 
For Sale: 1967 Ford Galaxle 500 XL. 
P.S. P•B. 390 cu. in Black vinyl roof 
and bucket seats, For further 
Information phone 635-2889. (P-37) 
For Sale - 1963 Paris/anne tudor V-8 
P.S, P.B.A.T. and radio. Vancouver 
good condition. Very clean, no 
reasonable offer refused. Phone 635- 
5477 evenings. (CTF) 
For Sale: 1966 Ford Galaxie 500 V8 
Automatic. Two door hard top. FB 
and PS. Phone 842•5782 after 6 Pro. 
(C•38) 
For Sale: Logging truck, 1964 Mack 
& Columbia trailer. Phone 635.6941. 
(P•4O) 
S8- Trailers 
Trai ler space for rent. Near 
Thornhlll school. Call 63S.6984. (P- 
38) 
Empress Motor Homes 
Come in and see our new 197t Motor 
Homes• 4736 Park St., Terrace. 
Please phone 635.3078 after S or 
Saturdays. (CTF) 
For Sale: "10 x 50' 2 bedroom mobile 
home. Apply at 753 No,2 Paquette. 
Thornhlll, B.C. (P-37) 
For Sale: 1969 Dutchess Trailer. 12 x 
44 with Joey shack, 2 bedrooms 
unfurnished. Asking t600 down take 
over payments or $7000 cash. Phone 
~35-7723.• (P-~38) 
For your holidays, hunting or fishing 
• Renta trailer from Hoeft's Rentals. 
58 - Trailers 
For Sate: 19692 bedroom 12 x 52' 
Mobile Home. Call 635.3124 after 6 
pm. (P.37) 
For Sale: 10x50 trailer with leeY 
shack fully furnished skirted and 
set up at Oley's Place.', Lakelse 
Lake, .B.C. New shag carpeting 
New drapes, feature w~t  in living 
room. Anything of Value I ~ trade. (C- 
37-3) ~.  
For Sale: 6' x 41' two bedroom 
mobile home. Completely set up'in 
Jtraller court, everything included, 
/ust move in Phone 635-3617 (C-3~ 
- -  [ ,e 
~ MOBILE 
-aT  HOMESALES 
,-(TERRACE) LT-~. 
KNIGHT 
SQUI RE 
PAG E 
Come In and  See Our  Selerf ion 
of Double Wide and Single 
Unit., 
Box  189,  
' Highway 16 East 
Phone 635.3343 
_ 
67. Mortgage 
MORTGAGEMONEY 
MOrtgage money available at the 
Terrace & District Credit Union. 
You may be paying too much 
interest on your present mortgage 
loan• (C.38-3) 
~Legals 
SALE BYTENDER 
Notice is hereby given that the 
Distr ict of Terrace wi l l  of fer  
for sale by public tender Lots 24, 
25, 26, 27 and 28 of Block 4, 
Distr ict Lot 369, Range 5, Coast 
District,  Plan 972 being 4450 and 
4452 Lakelse Avenue upon the 
fol lowing terms and conditions: 
J 
I Lega Is 
PAt;P: 7 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF .THE 
ESTATE OF ROSS RAYMOND 
BURRILL ,  Bar  Tender ,  
fo rmer ly  of !he Distr ict  o f  
Terrace, Brit ish ColUmbia, i 
Creditors and others havingl  
claims against the above Estate 
are  requ i red  to send fu l l  
part iculars of such c la ims to  
Kenneth D. GRANT,  Esq. ,  o f  
the f i rm of GRANT EWERT &' 
CO., Barr isters and Solicitors, 
4635 Lazelle Avenue, Ter race ,  
Br i t  sh Columbia,  on or. before 
the 8ih day of June, 1971, a f ter  
which date the Estate's  assets 
w i l lbe  d i s t r ibuted ,  hav ing  
regard only to claims that  have 
been received. (C-39) 
Projects 
completed . .  
Terrace hasn't made a start, 
but seventeen of350 permanent 
commemorative projects for 
~entenni~i ~71 have bee. 
completed, L.J. Wal lace, 
General  Cha i rman of the 
British Columbia Centennial '71 
Committee, reports. 
"Many of the communities 
hurried their projects to get 
maximum use from them 
during .Centennial year," Mr. 
Wallace said. "We expect the 
pace of openings to increasethis 
spring, reaching a. peak around 
July 20. " 
_ . .  " 
L__  
Vkhen you: 
don't  know who 
to turn fo . . . .  
TURN TO US WITH 
CONFIDENCE 
1. Final sale is subject to a 
bui lding permi t  being issued for  
a suitable bui lding. 
2. This property  is subiec:t to a 
reserve price of S45,000.00 
All tenders shall be submitted 
to ,the u nde~:sigoed prigr, to :12:00 
o'clock noon onthe  17fh day of 
May ,  1971. , 
Highest or any  tender shall 
not necessari ly be accepted. 
Jack Hardy 
C lerk-Admin ist rator  
(c-37-3) Distr ict  of Terrace 
Middle age: •A time when 
women won't admit their age 
and men won't act theirs. 
MacKAYS 
• " j 
" "  ~erving K i t imaf  
B.C, (CTF-M) ' . .i " " 
i -  ~ ~ "  DUMPS & TRACTORS: 1(2)  1969 Kenworth Logging Trucks.Model 
For Sale •' Home made,camper ~ ;, J I ,,LW~23, Sns. 04948, 84791;' (2)' 1969 Truck TractorsModel LW923, Sns. 
plenty o f  room - good f(~r hunting. I ,S4698; 1968 Kenworth Truck'Tractor an. 83659; 1969 Ford S000 Diesel 
,1S200~ Phone 635.3560 (CTF) , : ~:J I tandem dump;1968 GMC 9500 diesel tandem dump c-w hyd. under ~' 
~ blade; 1968, GMC diesel tandem dump; 1955 Kenwo~:th tra¢tor;i: 
For:.; Sale. 12 x46 Mobile Home 2 SERVICETRUCKS: 19(~ GMC 9600 diesel tandem winch truck; 1959 
bedrooms. :fully furnlshed• Best Ford 750 2000 gal. fuel truck; t956 IHC 2000 gal.water truck; 1949 Ford 
Ofter..No. 6.  880 Mull.or St.; 635.7807 250 crew'cab; (2) 19M G~C 930 Pickups; 1967 FOrd 100 pickup; 1914 ;, 
,(P-37)] .' .. . • " . - :GMC pickup; POWER TRAILER: Brenford 36 X 8 c.w 1969 c i r r i  '. 
• powered 350 KW electric set; Lister S KW IIle pin El& elevated conl!rol :i 
For Sole:1967 Two bedroom general tower.operated cub; TRAILERS: (5) carter End Dump Troll(ire;. i 
mobile home set up in trailer cOurt ' ~_9~ Tra/Im.obl'l. • tandem..part s trailer; Fruehauf single axle pal:ts"~ 
wIlh porch and ioey shack, P't~me 
635-2004, (P-42) 
*REEL:IN. MOBILE 
i INDUSTRIAL 
AUCTIONEERS 
Offer by Public Auction at Unreserved Sale 
CONSTRUCTION 
EQUIPMEHT* ~ 1 
NANAIMO BULLDOZING CO. LTD., 
KNIGHT GRAVEL  LTD. 
1971 _ 18TH MAY,  VANCOUVER,  B.C. • 
CRUSHERS: Austin Western 32 x 40 Jaw SN 3240064; c.w 275 • 
Cummins power tandem mounted; Telsmith 4aS cone crusher tandem 
mounted; FEEDERS: CONVEYORS & SCREENS: 1962 Pioneer 3~ x - 
40'Apron feeder) Austin Western 36 x 14' apron feeder ; Telsmtth 3M' 
plate feeder.c.w 42 x 40'.oonveyor; 1970 El Jay6 x 16 double "deck 
screen c.w conveyors & blnwer; Cedar Rapids 4 x 14 screen; 42 x 42 
belt loader c-w S x 10 Tyler screen; 20 cu. yd. bin c-w 36 x 36' conveyor 
& Fairbanks Morse_1500 Tun.hr. belt scale; 36 x 34' conveyors; 30 x 45 
conveyor; KO-~;al uelt Loader Model 4345 Powered by UD 554 Diesel 
Engine c-w Single deck screen; LOADERS& BACKHOES: 196,$ ACTL,: 
30 Loader SN976; CatgM SN 87A~82; 1968 Cat 9SOSN 99A413; 1963 Cat ' 
• 922B SN 94A3915; 19861HC 3414 SN HS~BW; 1969 ~:at,gSlB SN 32F245;: 
1969 Ca1955K 5N 71390;.1968 Droll Yumbo 40YR SN 210D; CRAWLER 
TRACTORS: 1969 Cat D6B SN 26K!86; (2) Cat 08 13A Cra~vler 
Tractors; 1966 CatD6B SN 44A!1815; 1970 Cat D5"SN 67J524; 1969Cat 
DSSN 96J981; GRADERS: .(~)' t96a¢ot,120 Sns. 60H892, 60H078,, 
60H882; END DUMPS: (3) Euclid 91FD Sns FDA21070, 28978, 27302; 
. . . .  HOMES. 
I 
• SOUTH'PARK BY ATCO 
.¢AMPER$"AN'D HOL IDAY 
TRAILERS• BY ATCO 
'.'," i?:~F 00~ ,A~N D ::D~u B. L E 
trailer; Belly Dump trailer;, MISCELLANEOUS: Lister 4.S~KW.,.. : ,  "r ~ 
',trailer mnunfed lite plant*; Hystar Cranmobile; carter 8.10 yd. box'i 'i~J~' :'*;"~ 
,10-!.2 yd. H.D. steelbox; (3).2000 gal, water tanks)-(2) Midlsnd. ; I , ' ,~i |" ,  :- .! 
• ~a.ler mounveo waver pumpf; 600 gal. fuel'tank &pump; (2) McCe~; i  : '  • * '~ 
." Kenn vangaTe spreaoers; Willelt12, hyd. truck unOer bllK~o,; F r ln~2, :~ j  ,: : 'ir~*,l~ 
:~:deWay snow ~ow/T.okheln MO fool•pump; Master taml.=er; D8 U ' :~ l l  . •:: f! 
a e & arms; ua svraight blade & arms; Doetx'Dlelel Light plant3$,*.: . . . .  , :~ 
K * '  me . e# W';3 Watel ~ Pump; 36 , 42 & 40 Conveyor beItilR;'SHOP TOOS:',I!,:!i,~I' ' '  ' ~* 
: Lincoln ~O amp. welder;Lincoln ~100 imp. trailer mounted Welder's ~', ', ' i 
. Chrysler Hohartwe{der; Ingertol Rand shop compressor; 9rlnderlll . . . . .  ' .i 
~sander; 40 Ton Port a Power;f ire equipment; Grey greaser;Terry .: ' . ~, ~ 
: Space.heater; Hand tools ; (3) ~1 drive socket sets; % dr Ve fOrtlUai **. * • .~ ':~ 
/ wrench; (2) acetylene outfits; vises; oil dispenlers; hyd, hols!s;~; ~:~i..!::i!!ii ~ 
Ganh:y ¢,w 3. Ton .heist; f i re  :extinguishers; fleer lacks;, balterY~ 
,¢hergePsi Oake 2SH hyd,p~ss;.acety'10neauttits; anY|l; alr.~&' !:/'.~.*".~i,~i~ii 
.electric Impactwrenches; Gardner Den.for air comPreuor; Top & dle!i ~ ~'~' :-':*~ ~ 
sets; threaders; chain saw(brske'btseder; electric drllhl)pu~lers;/ :'?;~', ~*:!'. ~*~.-: ~ . ,  
power and hand tools,,etc. ,'OFFICE. EQUIPMENT: tVPewdt~.~ ~i!~::...i.i...!~:~ 
. calculator, 81¢., . :• .. , : , . ,  ~, ••, ,.,~, '::,:;~ 
• , / ,  .'. i~ ~ . 
/ .: :L 
:-:', Heid 
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Accident-prone men 
occupational hazards 
l~wo types of men work in the 
lumber and logging industry - 
the accident prone type and the 
positive or safe worker type. 
Both workers have definite 
identificalbe characteristics, 
said P.W. Easton, industrial 
psychologist for P.W. Easton 
and Associates of Vancouver at 
a forest products safety 
conference held in Terrace last 
weekend. 
"If we can learn to recognize 
these characteristics we (the 
industry) will he able to use 
this information to our best 
advantage," he said. 
The safety of others is 
seriously affected by the 
accident prone types and the 
best method to make them 
aware is job placement and job 
recognitiorL 
"If we could read the signs 
properly we could anticipate 
danger areas and take action," 
he said. 
Easton said: "Recognition is
all important o people. A 
person has to be in the right job 
and once this happens he will 
achieve more, be more 
responsible and will gain the 
recognition he desires. 
Trust and communication are 
two key factors in any 
relationship between workers 
and management, he said. 
Easton cited a number of 
ways of reducing accidents. He 
said lists of effective safe job 
actions and of ineffective unsafe 
actions hould be compiled by 
employers. 
"When you have done this 
over a period of time you will 
have developed a fairly 
comprehensive job description 
which would be suitable for 
i training purposes," he said. 
Bob Pollar, safety coordinator 
at Canadian Cellulose's 
northern pulp operation told 
attending delegates that here is 
indifference towards afety on 
the part of some workers at 
some operations. 
These are also the workers 
who are unwilling to accept any 
responsibility, he said. 
In order to combat this type of 
apathy industry should use 
visual aids and other methods in 
order to develop interest in the 
job. 
Companies must also 
invest igate  acc idents  
thoroughly to arrive at definite 
ways to prevent recurrence he 
added. 
"If a legitimate safety 
complaint comes in it should be 
rectified immediately." 
He also said, "involve 
departments in each others 
problems o each department 
can learn to appreciate the 
other's point of view. 
"Build and maintain a sense 
of competition and pride in 
workers," Pollard said. "Let 
them know how they are doing 
as far as safety is concerned." 
Statistics disclose that more 
than 90 percent of all injuries 
are caused by a lack of 
attention, skill and knowledge 
on the part of workers in the 
industry. 
The balance of injury 
accidents are caused by unsafe 
working conditions and faulty 
equipment, delegates were told. 
The convention was attended 
by 100 delegates from logging, 
lumbering, pulp and associated 
industries within the Burns 
Lake to Prince Rupert region. 
t 
In cour t  
Alvin Purdy of Terrace was 
found guilty of obtaining oods 
through false pretenses and was 
fined $30. 
The charge was laid May 6, 
after Purdy had been 
apprehended and charged by 
the local RCMP after making 
partial payment of a spot light 
from Tri-City motors with an 
NSF cheque. 
A pound of butter and a roll of 
sausage will cost Marcel Petel 
seven days in jail. 
Petel was found guilty of 
shop-lifting the butter and meat 
from the Terrace Co-op. 
One month ago a Terrace 
man, Paul Cyr, was noticed by 
the local RCMP driving 
erratically and when taken to 
the police station he refused the 
breathilizer test. 
Cyr was fined $300 and 
prohibited from driving for 30 
days when he appeared incourt 
May 6. 
Brian Nystrom of Terrace 
was stopped when he was noted 
driving erratically early on the 
morning of the 7th and found to 
have a blood-alcohol reading of 
over .08. 
When he appeared in court 
later the same day he was fined 
$300 and prohibited from 
driving for thirty days. 
Albert Hamel was also found 
guilty of the same charge and 
fined $275 and prohibited from 
driving for thirty days. 
When Andrew Kerr of 
Terrace was checked by the 
Terrace RCMP early on the 
morning of the 2rid of May he 
was found to be driving while 
his licence was suspended. 
Kerr was given an added 60 
day suspension when he 
appeared incourt last Thursday 
and fined $250. 
Arne Morberg, 50, of Terrace 
was fined $25 on May 7 when he 
was found guilty of causing a 
disturbance by being drunk. 
Morberg was found in the 
Pohle Lumber Yard last month 
creating a disturba'nce.. 
CASSlAR COHSTRUCTIOH LTD. 
,"Planners & Builders ot Quality Homes" 
Phone Mr  A. Schwaiger 635-5220 
Hew Homes On Apple Street 
Presently under construction: 
1000 sq. ft. 3 bedrooms, carport, ful lbasement. 
CMHC mortg, at 83/4 percent, in new subdivision. 
Full Price $22,500 - 2,500 down may handle! 
Buy Directly from Builder and £ave! 
:~.' 
Paintings by both regional and Indian artists 
highlight the art show on display at the Toronto 
Dominion Bank at the Terrace Shopping Centre. 
Anniversary 
The Terrace chapters of the 
Beta Sigma Phi celebrated the 
40th "anniversary of the 
organization's founding April 30 
at the Blue Gables. There are 
approximately 9,600 chapters, 
and over 200,000 members in 
North America and 24 foreight 
countries. Mrs. Judy Clarkl 
presented a special message[ 
from Lynn Terry who is the I 
creator of the pledge for the 
Ritual of Jewels, 
Native Charles Dudoward, who will present one 
of his works to the Queen, painted this picture of 
an actual Indian Museum. 
Investment Opportunity 
Require partners with minimum $5,000 cash for 
mater Hotel complex and large .Subdivision 
development in the Kelowna area 
Sincere Principals only need app ly  to: 
BOX 758 . . . . .  KELOWNA,  B .C .  
HERE'S NEWS FROM 
EATON'S 
Now 
You 
Cc ln  
Say Hello To Summer  
With Savings 
10% Off on all orders totalliq $26 or over on our two 
major catalogues spring & Summer . Summer Sa le  
Coupon Good Only During WEEK OF M.a'y 10 to May 15 
3215Ka lum EATON'S OF CANADA Ph. 635-7121 
Bank fetes lee artists' 
Regional artists .will" exhibit 
their works at the Toronto- 
Dominion bank for six days this 
week. 
The exhibition will mark the 
third anniversary ofthe bank at 
the shopping centre. 
H.E. Zelt, manager of the 
local branch said the display's 
purpose is to make people 
aware of the artistic talent 
available in this region. 
It is the bank's econd major 
display in as many years. This 
year's showing will include 
paintings by five regional 
Indians, including works by 
Charle§-Dudoward of Port 
Simpson who has been 
commissioned to present the 
i 
queen with one of his works in 
PrisceRupert this week; r 
Bank personnel will hang th~ 
paintings and drawings in 
• prominent areas throughout the 
bank. 
The week-long exhibition of 19 
regional artists is for display 
purposes only, ,ot for the sale of 
exhibits, geit said. 
Thnseartists exhibiting their 
works are: Mrs. Tess Fenger, 
Mrs. Grethe Brorup~ Wally 
Humphrie, Mrs. Joan 
Humphrie, Don Thomson, Mrs. 
Beryl Hales, Bruce Jarvic, 
Peter Bailey, Morgan 
Campbell, Mrs. Valentina Cion, 
Jack Hepplewhite,-and Arthur 
Collins, all of Terrace. 
Out of toWn works .are frc 
Charles Dudoward and L 
daughter Helen Sampson 
Port Simpson, Ron Fisher 
Prince Rupert, Mrs. Jane Cro 
of Kitamaat Village, Mrs. AnJ 
Marie Nehring and 'Da~ 
Nehring of Cedarvale at, 
works of  a North Vancouv, 
Capilano Reserve artist, i 
Thedisplaywill'be open te t i 
public May 10-13 between 
a.m. and4p.m.; May 14 fromi 
a.m. to 9p;m. and Saturctji 
May 15 from 1 p.m. tO 5 p.rr 
No bank business will 
conducted in the i~venings or c'1 
Saturday's, aid Zelt. 
ror this folder 
"epresentatives 
K. E. . .Ne i l son  
S .  A .  Bratner  
viii be at: 
v lse  Motor  Hote l ,  :~ 
race ,  B .C .  
aesday ,  May  19th ,  1971.  
Jire a term loan to start, modernize or 
Jr business, we invite you to discuss 
• your needs with our representative. 
INDUSTRIAL 
~IENT BANK 
] CANADIAN BUSINESSES 
I - 5 Avenue,  
;o rge ,  B .C .  
NATIONAL HOMES LIMITED 
The RIGHT Home for your Family? 
Choose it from NATIOHAL's plans! 
imaginative designing showing a strong West.Coast influence makes a National 
factory-built home the family's proud possession. The comfort and convenience beilf 
into every model makes for fine family living; the quality features, many of Ibem 
exclusive to National, give what we believe lo be the best value for your building dollar. 
Before you buy or bui!d any home, see Nalional's complete sefedion of two, three and 
more bedroom plans,.see how complete a National home package really isl Make the 
comparision wilh any' on th~ markell 
SERVICE: 
Help in choosing a home 
for your.family's needs; 
help in financing,and 
mortgage 
arrangemenfs_it,s all a 
part ,of NATIONAL,s 
service. 
LOCAL INFORMATION 
RUSS GATZKE 
635-6573 or 635-2630 
- -  -Ha i l  This Ooupo._ '  
[ "NAT IONAL HOMES L IM ITED I 
J Box24S Abbofsford, B.C. J 
I 
"J Please send me Nafional's catalogues of manufactured homes. 
i • I j NAME . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . :  . . . . . . . . .  ' . . , . .  : . . .  
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